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Established January, 1846

The Scottish Rite

Big Day Thursday

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
.

Officers of the various Scottish
Rite Bodies have been elected as
follows:
Rockland I.ndgr of Perfection
James A. Richan. T. P. Master.
Axel E. Brunberg, Deputy Master.
James F Burgess, Senior Warden.
Arthur F. Wisner Junior Warden.
Homer E. Robinson. Treasurer.
J. E. Stevens, Secretary.
Harry L. Richards, Master of Cere
monies.
Knox Lodge, No. 29, I. O. O. F.
Corwin H. Olds, Orator.
This is the home of Knox Lodge.
Oeorge L. St. Clair. Hospitaler.
I O.O.F., where on Thursday the Odd
Oeorge C. Sandner. Sentinel.
Fellows of District No. 16 will hold
Rockland Council. Princes of
a district meeting, commencing withJerusalem
supper at 6.30, to be served by the
Edward R. Veazie. Sovereign
Rebekahs.
In the evening the
Prince.
initiatory degree will be exemplified
Arthur P. Wisner, High Priest.
by a team selected from the Knox
Homer E. Robinson. Treasurer.
and Lincoln Past Grands' Associa
J. E. Stevens, Secretary.
tion. Grand Officers from the Orand
Hector O. Staples. Senior Warden. Lodge and the Orand Qicampment
Carleton E. Morse. Junior Warden and other branches are expected.
James A. Richan. Master of Cere
All Odd Fellows will be welcome.
monies.
Oeorge L. St. Clair, Hospitaler
Oeorge C. Sandner. Sentinel.
Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
Harry L. Richards. M W. Master.
Field Representative
Arthur F. Wisner. Senior Warden.
Will Be Here Thursday
Ernest A. Rogers. Junior Warden.
To
Assist Applicant*
Homer E. Robinson. Treasurer.
J. E. Stevens. Secretary.
A representative of the Augusta
Corwin H. Olds, Orator.
Field Office of the Social Security
James A. Richan, Master of Cere
Board will be at 'the office of the
monies.
Deputy Collector in Rockland at
Oeorge L. St. Clair. Hospitaler.
11 30 to 3 p. m. Thursday.
Axel E. Brunberg. Guard.
Beginning January. 1940. Federal
Oeorge C. Scndner. Sentinel.
Old-Age benefits are payable to in
Scottish Rite Bodies (Corp.)
dividuals who are over 66 if they
James A. Richan. President
have
worked in covered employment
Harry L. Richards, Vice President.
a
sufficient
length of time and
Homer E Robinson. Treasurer.
earned sufficient wages to make
J E. Stevens, Secretary.
them eligible. Benefits may also be
Tlie Army’s Headquarters in Fin payable to the wives of eligible
workers if they are over 65. and to
land has already returned to its
minor children under 18 years of
former premises in Helsinki.
age if they attend school.
Survivors benefits may also be
| payable to the widows and minor
children of deceased wage earners,
Past and Present Day
or if there are no such survivors, to
dependent parents over age 66. UnIder certain circumstances, such as
where there are no survivors im
Send Post Card to
mediately entitled to monthly bene
fits. a lump-sum death benefit may
R. L. GRAHAM
i be payable.
106 FARRAGUT ROAD
The Board's field representative
SWAMPSCOTT, MASS.
will assist applicants who may wish
Naming Boats Desired
to file claims or assist in other
27,S,39 matters.

Social Security

Steamer Pictures

STUDENTS
FOR THE

WASHINGTON TRIP
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NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and ln 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.

[EDITORIAL]
GOING TO BE CLOSE

The closest presidential election in 24 years is forecast
by the American Institute survey which has now been con
duced in every State of the Union—and how strange this
sounds when one considers that only two States, Maine and
Vermont, cast their electoral votes for the Republican nominee
fotr years ago. Now. instead of being outside of the pale,
Maine and Vermont are very much in the game. The country
wide poll Just completed shows that the Democrats would
carry 31 of tlie 48 States and would have 317 of the 531 elec
toral votes. But it is well to remember that the Southern
States, nearly always solidly Democratic, are Included ln this
list. Well, also to heed what Dr. Oallup says when he declares
that the Democratic lead is so slim in several States—notably
New York and Minnesota—that a shift of 1 percent would give
the Republicans a majority of the electoral votes. With the
election six months away there is plenty of opportunity for
the thinking voter to make up his mind, and any change is
quite likely to favorably affect the Republican cause, as the
Roosevelt peak has admittedly been passed.
In the 36 States outside of the Solid South and the
Pacific Slope the following Republican gains have been made,
according to Dr. Gallup's survey:
Norh Dakota, 25 points; Wisconsin. 23; Minnesota and
Oregon, 16; Illinois, New Jersey and Idaho, 14; South Dakota,
13; Ohio, Michigan and Washington, 12; Rhode Isaland and
Wyoming, II; California, Iowa. Kansas and Utah. 10; NewYork. Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Nebraska. 9; Massachu
setts. Montana and Nevada. 8: Maine and New Hampshire. 7;
Indiana and Colorado, 6; New Mexico, 5; West Virginia. Ver
mont and Arizona, 4; Missouri, 3; Delaware, 2, and Maryland 1.

HENCE THIS SILENCE

There is a reason for the apparent lack of exultation
among the third-termites and New- Dealers generally over
what was earlier described as the President's overwhelming
victory in Illinois. The reason is that there was no overwhelm
ing victory. In fact, if the whole painful truth must be told,
there was no victory at all. In place of the 20-to-l sweep of
this pivotal State freely forecast by the Kelly-Nash-Homer
forces as a mighty popular demand for Mr. Roosevelt's renomlnatlon and re-election, practically complete returns 6how the
anti-Roosevelt vote in Illinois to have exceeded the proRoosevelt vote by about 23 jO®.
In round figures and with a few hundred missing pre
cincts estimated on the same percentage basis as those
counted (which is generous enough since they are down-State
precincts where the Republicans outvoted the Democrats bet
ter than 5 to 4), the President got 1.147,000 votes, Gamer
190.000 and Dewey, unopposed on the Republican side. 980.000
In Cook County, headquarters of the machine and rallying
point of the Federal-State pay roll brigade. Mr Roosevelt was
expected to lead the field anywhere up to 25 to 1. Actually,
he got about 667.000 votes against a combined total for Gar
ner (96.000) and Dewey '480 000) of 576.000, or around 6 to 5
Down-State the Roosevelt vote approximated 460.000. Oarner’s 94.000 and Dewey's 500.000.
Substantially complete returns from Nebraska emphasize
Dewey’s victory over Vandenberg in a ratio not far below that
in Wisconsin and add to the administration’s sorrows. The
latest tabulation gives Roosevelt 109.386, Dewey 99.905 and
Vandenberg 72408. a Republican margin over the Democratic
of 62.627. In the "barometer” First Congress District a Re
publican won over a 1® percent New Deaaler by about 3 to 2.
The administration’s one ewe lamb in Nebraska was the Demo
cratic choice of Oovernor Cochran over Senator Burke, antiNew Dealer, for the Senatorial nomination
By way of measuring Mr. (Roosevelt's loss of support in
the farm belt, notwithstanding his annually increasing sub
sidies to the farmers, it may be recalled that in 1936 he car
ried Illinois by 712.0® and Nebraska by 99/XX) The primary
results in these States tend to confirm the earlier indications
from New York. Wisconsin and New Hampshire, which arc
that the President can have a renomination if he wants it but
that he will be wise not to want it.—Los Angeles Times.

WE OFFER ATTRACTIVE

COMPLETE ENSEMBLE

LUGGAGE
OF DISTINCTION

Light, Cheerful Luggage, with Plenty of
INDIVIDUALITY and STYLE—full of the
SNAP That Modern Travel Demands.

Fine Herringbone Fabric Cases, Neatly Lined
and Smart Leather Cases for Continued Good
Appearance and Extra Long Wear.

A Vacation Social

the language of one of the girls, "a
I

WOW.

KIWIS HAD MANY GUESTS

A large chart hung behind the
Mr. Page, who is a prominent
President Pomeroy’s chair at the candidate for the Republican guKiwanls club meeting in the Copper bernatorial nomination was the Ki
wanis Club's guest speaker last
Kettle last night, and to the unnight. He made no reference to
the prevailing financial scandal in
Augusta, but did express the opln(Ion that the haphazard method
; of handling the automobile funds
should be replaced by a daily bali ance. "A bank would be washed up
I If it didn't have the dally balance,’’
said Mr. Page. who. being a most
successful banker, knew what he
was talking about.
Mr. Page was introduced by Law
rence Miller, chairman of the pro
gram committee, and was given a
most cordial reception.
"People in business,” said the
speaker, "are very reluctant to take
part in the election of officers to
political positions and I think this
is a grave mistake. These same
people have seen their taxes go from
I a reasonable amount to a point
'where they with the rest of us are
Blin W. Page thinks business men
' now devoting one-quarter of our
owe it to themselves to show more
I time to help support the different
interest in political affairs.
branches of government. "These
i people are wrong when they feel
initiated it might have been a
I that by taking part ln the selecrecord of the past week’s high and ' Uon of g man to mana(?(, thfi mQSt

low tides. In reality it was a plan important part of their business,
devised by Blinn W. Page of Skow- they loose patronage. I have always
hegan to relieve the pressure supported the man whom I thought
which occurs in the Secretary of was the man best qualified for the
State s office at Augusta in rela- J position he seeks, and have never
tion to automobile registrations and seen any reaction.’’
drivers’ licenses.
I The guests last night were KenWithout use of the chart the sys- nedy Crane. Chief of Police Arthur
tern is too complicated to explain D. Fish, Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick,
in a newspaper story, and no at-j Ensign Otis, Herbert Newbegin,
tempt to do so is made here, but, Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., E. Stewart Orthe plan is a very sensible con- beton, ex-Mayor Charles M. Richception of distributing the rush in ardson. Harold W. Look. Lincoln
January- and March so that it may ,E. McRae, John H. McLoon, F. A.
be handled by the regular office Winslow. Eugene M. O'Neil, L. A.
staff instead of employing “green" Chase. F. E. Trecartin. Mayor E. R.
help for a number of weeks. A Veazie and Joseph Dondis. Joseph
nominal fine for delinquents was Williams of Augusta was a visiting
Kiwanlan.
mildly suggested.

Floating In Quarry
Body Seen By a Passing
Woman—Evidently
There All Winter
The body of a male child floating
in the water at the abandoned Car
leton lime quarry was discovered
Saturday afternoon by Mrs. Ben
jamin Morong as she with her
grandmother, Mrs. Charles Davis,
was walking on the highway toward
Camden. Stopping for a moment to
look over the railing which separates
the edge of the quarry from the
highway, she noticed the body. She
called to Charles Daucett, who was
passing in his car. and he continued
on to Camden and notified the
fire department. A boat was pro
cured and the body was picked up
by Wilbert Robbins and Alphonso
Eaton.
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and
Medical Examiners J. O. Hutchins
and H. J. Welsman were notified.
Die body was taken to the Good
Funeral Parlors where an autopsy
was held Saturday night. It was re
vealed that the child was three or
four months' old and had probably
been ln the water at least six months
as the body was badly decomposed.
It was also believed to have been
dead when placed ln the quarry.
A prayer will be offered at the
Good Funeral Parlors this afternoon
and Interment will be In Sea View
cemetery, Rockport

TRULY BRILLIANT LUGGAGE

SECOND TO NONE

GLADSTONES FOR
THE BOYS IF

TO THOSE WHO LIKE
TO BE SHOWN
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE

PREFERRED

OFFICIAL MERCURY “ECONOMY TEST RUN CAR”
WILL BE AT OUR

See the Display In Our Window
Thu Week

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 294

Park and Union Street Station All Day
TODAY, TUESDAY, APRIL 23
You Are Cordially Invited To Drive This Car and Prove To Your
self It* Remarkable Economy!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
PARK AND UNION STREETS,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Appeals For Help

Volume 95.................. Number 49.

The Black Cat

Blin W. Page, Guest Speaker, Voices
Method For Relieving Congestion In
Secretary of State’s Office

Refreshments for this banner so
cial were furnished by the scouts.
Scouts and their guests included:
“Melodraminer” One
! Milton Robarts (Curtain). Robert
Of the Feature*
: Smalley (Sun), Richard Spear (Pat
A vacation social and dance was rick). Miles Sawyer (Speaker)
held at the Sea Scout quarters at Charles Weed (Zlngarella), Christy
Berry Engine Square Friday night Adams, (Maggie i, David Newcomb
which proved to be an even greater (Curtain), Ouido Fiore (Manuel),
Henry Moorlan (Darkness), Dudley
success than the social of April 11.
Harvey (Stairs), Katherine Weed,
Oamcs. such as match boxing, stat Dorothy Trask, Alice Bohn, Doro
uary. teakettle, 5 and 7. Orand left thy Peterson, Lucille Stanley, Ruth
and right and dancing, both old jWotton, Mary Perry. 8hlrley Stan
fashioned and modern, were well ley, Cynthia MacAlman, Josephine
Buckminster, and Bertha Coombs.
mixed throughout the evening.
Denver, Colorado holds the dis
The chaperones for the evening
The hit of the evening was an
old fashioned "meHodrammer" with were Dr. and Mrs. Donald T. Leigh tinction of being the world's larg
est sheep shipping market.
all scouts participating. It was, in ‘ and John A. Perry.

Sea Scout* Again Prove
Fine Entertainer*—

THREE CENTS A COPY

(By The Roving Reporter)

Whenever Miss Elizabeth Marsh
Kinship ties sometimes run to
of Broad street reads of Paul Re- | as many offshoots as a gubernatovere’s ride she recalls the weekend J rial campaign. In the family of
she once spent in a very old tavern Roy Mitchell of 150 Union street, for
in Concord, Mass. She says;
instance, there are four-generation
"The room, on the ground floor, setups with six different groups:
was large and there was a large Alvira Mitchell, great grandmother;
wall cupboard, which I thought I Roy Mitchell, grandfather; Eugeno
might have served to hold, wine, | Mitchell, son: who ln turn has one
flagons, etc, as I think the room son and two daughters; Prances
must have been a meeting place Pearl, daughter, who has one daugliof soldiers. Well Paul Revere and (ter; Marlon Oonary, daughter, who
his historical ride were once sacred has one son. On the other side of
to me. And it I could have a dol- the house. Mrs. Mitchell's mother is
lar or even a penny for the hun- Mrs. Sarah Dolham, and here again
dreds of times I have said the poem are the same set of children. The
over I would not be bankrupt to say Black Cat will verily need all his
the least. Other days—other times! nine lives methinks, to unravel tlie
complicated relationships which
In her letteT to The Black Cat have crossed his path of late.
Miss Marsh tells of re-reading some
The railroad catastrophe at Little
books on “Theosophy and Occult
Science," "Spiritualism," etc. "Diey Falls, N. Y.—one of the worst ln
are rather deep reading," remarks American railroad history—recalled
Miss Mar.4i, 'Theosophy,' especially. the visit which Ed. Oonla and I
It treats of very strange things. I made to that town on our trip to
wonder if that research has entire Niagara Falls three years ago. We
remembered Little Falls especially
ly died. I never read of it now.
because it is the home of the high
est lock canal in the United States,
A large ink blot found its way
having a lift of 47 feet. We passed
onio Miss Marsh's letter—a mishap
which occurs to many of us at through the town in the night-time
tunes—but my octogenarian friend but paused long enough to talk with
a resident about the canal,
turned it to advantage by develop
ing from it a very fair likeness of
One year ago: Rockland raised
a black cat. "The Black Cat" habit $434 in the Cancer Control drive —
is very firmly grounded ln the Frank A. Moore, 79, died in Union—
minds of many of its followers.
Leslie A. Ross, former road comnus-

County Attorney Bur
row* Asks Public Co-op
eration In Search
Editor of Die Courier-Gazette:—
The citizens of Knox County were
deeply shocked Saturday morning
by the finding of an infant body in
the quarry at Rockport on Route
1 near the Camden line. The body
was that of a male child from four
to six months old. had been in the
water for a long period of time,
and was badly decomposed.
It is evident that the child must
have been thrown into the water by
some person who wished to dispose
of it. Since the finding of the body
the County authorities have been
working to identify the child and
its parents. Diey have been great
ly hampered in this by the fact that
there was no clothing on the body
and by the fact that the date of the
crime is more or less indefinite.
They need the help of all the citi
zens of this County and nearby
Counties in solving this case. They
cannot understand what kind of a
person could take an infant child
and fling it naked into the water of
an abandoned quarry. 8uch a p„.

son must be devoid of parental love
and affection, or some sort of a
fiend.
Inhabitants of this community
can help the officers by giving them
any information in regard to this
child or its parents. Apparently the
baby was born about a year ago or
within a few months of that time
and the officers believe that the
father and mother must have lived
somewhere in this vicinity.
A brutal case of this kind should
not be allowed to go unsolved and
it 1s the duty of every person hav
ing any knowledge at all which
might be valuable to come forward
at this time and report either to
County Attorney Jerome C. Bur
rows or Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick.
Any Information will be consid
ered confidential and the informer
will be protected in every way. Steps
are now being taken to check all
birth records and within a few days
a substantial reward will be offered
for evidence which will lead to the
conviction of the person or persons
guilty of this crime.
J. C. Burrows,
County Attorney.

To WOK, Oreeley, Colo.: By all
means send along the photos you
mentioned. And your letters are
ever welcome.
The 1939 cranberry crop was
good, being approximately 325,0®
barrels a 25 percent increase over
the 1938 crop and 25 per cent un
der the record harvest of 1937,

Coming Convention
Largest Chorus Ever
Assembled In Maine To
Be Heard In Gardiner

siloner, died at his home on the
Old County road —Legislature ad
journed—Four shares of Knox
Woolen Mill stock, offered to the
highest bidder, went to Lawrence
Miller of Rockland for $1606. Die
par value of the stock was $1®.—
Smack Madeline & Flora came In
from the Georges with the season's
firs) fare of scallops —Mrs. Henry
P. White died ln Farmington.
FISHERMEN TO MEET
Die fishing industry of Maine is
to hold an important meeting at
Port Clyde, May 3, at 2 p. m. As
a result of the meeting held in the
State House, March 28. lobstermen,
seiners, rtraggers, packers, buyers,
clam diggers, scallop draggers, line
fishermen, and others, will meet in
Port Clyde to organize the Industry,
which affects some 50,0® people on
the coast of Maine. Directors will
be elected, three from each of the
five warden supervisory districts set
up by Arthur Oreenleaf, Commis
sioner of Sea and 8hore Fisheries.
Committees will be established to
study and to handle matters per
taining to each branch ot the Indus
try, including legislation, propaga
tion, and advertising.

The general committee of the
Maine Federation of Music Clubs
met Friday in Gardiner, to complete
plans for the annual federation to
be held May 23-26. The largest
chorus ever assembled in the 6tate
will be conducted by Dr. Warren Erb.
National chairman of orchestras and
chamber music. Mrs. E. F. Berry
and Mrs. Orace Strout are serving
on this committee from Rockland.
A board meeting was held at
Christ Church Parish House, where
reports were given by officers and
chairmen.
A fly eats its own weight in food
Mrs. Faith Berry, State treasurer, daily.
is a member of the committee to
consider problems of finance for YOUR FAVORITE POEM
projects of the coming year.
If I had my life to live again I
Mrs. Dawson of the Junior Pro
would have made a rule to read some
grams, Inc., explained the purpose poetry and ilaten to some music at
once a week
The lose of these
of the organization and the types least
tastes la a loaa of happiness—Charles
of programs offered for children tn Darwin
elementary grades.
SIT CLOSER, FRIENDS
MJss Mary Bennett reported 35
Sit closer, friends around the board!
new Junior clubs organized. A noon
Death grants us yet a little time
let the cheering cup be poured.
luncheon was served at beautifully Now
And welcome song and Jest and
rhyme;
decorated tables.
Enjoy the gifts that fortune sends.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Potter, presi Sit closer, friends!
dent and director, respectively, of And yet. we pause. With trembling Up
We strive the fitting phrase to make:
the Gardiner Choral Society, the Remembering
our fellowship.
Lamenting Destiny's mistake.
hostess group for the annual meet
We marvel much when Fate offends
ing, are co-chairmen of the conven And claims our friends.
tion to be held in the Unlversallst Companion of our nights of mirth.
When all were merry who were wt-e,
Church. The banquet May 23 will Does
Death quite understand your
worth,
be at the new Armory, as will the
And know the value of hts prize?
concert of May 24, by the State I doubt me Ilf he comprehends He knows no friends.
Chorus.
In that realm ls there no Joy
Saturday, May 24, will be observed And
Of comrades and the Jocund sense
Can
death
so utterly destroy—
as Junior Day, when National and
For gladness grant no recompense?
State officers will be present.
And can It be that laughter ends
A rehearsal for the Junior chorus With absent friends?
scholars! whom we wisest ceU.
will take place at 945. Dr. Erb com O Who
solve great questions at your
ease.
ing for a special rehearsal May 12.
We ask the simplest of them all.
The convention slogan this year is
And yet you cannot answer these!
And Is It thus your knowledge ends
“Music and Peace.”
To comfort friends?
Die competitive festival for the Dear Omar, should you chance to meet
Portland district will be held May 3 Our Brother Somewhere In the Olootn
Pray give to Him a Message Sweet.
at the Montpelier Studio ln Port
For Brothers ln the Tavern Room.
He will not ask who tis that sends.
land.
For Wc were Friends.

The stinger of the mosquito
Meditation: The still in which
weighs some six-millionths of on the elixir of understanding is pro
ounce
(
duced.

Again a parting sail we see,
Another boat on board has she
Than ever left the land before—
And as her outward course she bends.
Sit closer, friends!

—Arthur Macy

The Courier-Gazette The Smelt Dippers
THEE i-times-a-wekx

Set a watch, O Lord, before
my mouth: keep the door of my
lips.—Ps. 141: 3.

“Overtones For April”
Delightful Spring Mes
sage Received From the
Institute of Music
"Overtones for April" from The
Curtis institute of Music has come
to my desk and as usual Is full up
with most interesting musical data
and opens with a remarkably in
spiring picture of a painting of
Paderewski under which ls this word
from the great muscian "Poland has
not Perished ’.
A mast enlightening article is
"The Lyrics of the Elizabethan
Ayers" by John St. Edmunds with
many lovely quotations from these
charming poems. The lyrics of this
poetic era abound in flashes of
subtle genius with complete mastery
of cadence and inflexion, with
Imagery compelling and beautiful.
Nothing can refresh the musical
imagination so thoroughly as this
old music of fine melody and word
ing. Just pause and think on these
exqulslt lines—
Thrlen toss thoM- oaken ashes ln
alr:
Thrice set down mute In thl*
chanted chair;
Then thrice three times tie up
true love's knot.
And murmur soft: she will or she
not.

the

en
this
will

And this from Tobias Hleme—
Fain would I change that note
To which fond love has charmed me
Long to sing hff rote
Fancying that that harmed me:
Yet when this thought doth come;
Love ls the perfect sum ot all delight
I have not other oholoe
Either for pen or voice
To sing or write

x e f.

INDIGESTION
BUY sflsrt the Hr vt
Oil tnpped ln the
or cu0« nay aet Uk« a
Lalx-trlca»f oO U» Bmrv Al Uw flr»t »i<a of du’-twi
Mart
and womb depend aa Bail um Ttfclou la
•el gaa fraa. Ko laxative But aada af tfte fedoti
eating
toe» Xnu«n for arid lndlgectlon If Ute
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Quickly as you need it!

No Payment For 30 Days
1. Simply mail
coupon.

Every-Other-Day
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thp attached

2. Our representative ts in Kork.
land each Monday, lie will
call on you at no obligation
to complete the Deal.

Our main requirement Is the
ability to make small monthly
payments regularly.

Write or Phone us TODAY

The Community
Bowling
League

Another Corker

At Our Post Office

Field And Stream

j squarely on the shoulders of Adam May il8 and 19, with Richard Perry
and David Beach as alternates.
I and Eve.

The Post Office bowling team has
Millard W. Hart is back at his
brought home the bacon for the
The Postal Bulletin for April 19
Late notes gathered here and second year by winning the Com duties in the mailing division after
states that persons wishing to with
there along Maine's flsh and game munity title for the 1939-40 season. a week's vacation, spent principally
draw letters mailed to Denmark
trails.
bp given fln op.
The blame for their one major de ln preparing the annual report of i nnd (Norway
• • • •
j
t0 do so for a short time.
Tlie recent boxing exhibition at
feat, by tlie Augusta Past Oflice the First Baptist. Church.
By
Ice in the lakes and ponds and team, has finally been placed
the Park Street Arena was a crackWith the smelt dipping season
; Tlie mail steamers which sailed
RUTII WARD
erjack—everybody said that, and high, muddy water in the brooks
Branch 131, Rockland, Me., of I from New York March 30 and April
getting underway in numerous in
that's what they are going to say and streams are still tantalizing and that they provide a winter livll- the National Association of Letter g. respectively, did not complete
land and coastal streams state con
1st High Single, Edward Barnard 143 about next Friday's card, tlie man- eager Maine anglers. In fact flsh- hood for hundreds of men along Carriers, has held its annual elec- |their voyages, so that mails accuA bang-up ing conditions arc generally about the coast. Inland 'Fisheries and tian of officers and delegates. The1 mulating after the dispatch of
servation forces are maintaining 2d High Single. Mike Arico,
133 agement declares.
as bad as they could be and there and Game Commissioner George J.
134 I show, rain or shine.
strict watch to prevent law viola 3d High Single. Dick Perry.
new officers are: President, Palmer' March 26 are now subject to withare no signs of improvement for Stobie and Sea and Shore Fisheries
tions that would result in added 1st High .3 String, Ed. Barnard, 364 ; "I can give as well as take," as
M. Pease: vice president, David S. drawal. Applications for the with
2d High 3 String, Chas. Cargill, 352; serts Kayo Douin of Augusta,the a few days at least. A heavy 49 Commissioner Arthur iR. Greenleaf Beach; secretary, J. Wesley Thurs drawal of letters mailed between
depletion of this valuable fishery.
3d High 3 String, Phil Grover. 3511 160 pound boy who Is signed up to hour rain last week raised Ute hopes have pledgede their organizations to ton; treasurer, Richard S. Perry; March 26 and April 10 should reach
Declaring that smelts are of ex
Frank McKinney. 351 ' meet Carl Lawless. 162, of Bangor. of many but continued cold weather joint action in conserving tlie sup trustees. Earl J. Alden and Theo- i the post oflice at New York not
treme importance to the mainten League Standing Of Teams
1 But the fans believe he will have somewhat discounted its effect on ply.
dore E. Perry’. Palmer Pease and, later than April 26. Information
proper respect for the T.N.T. which the ice. Practically every stream Stobie said that widespread dip
ance of good inland sports fishing
Earl Alden were chasen as delegates , concerning the correct procedure
Strings PF. Ave
is wrapped up in the Btuigor man s is open but none of tbe lakes and ping in many inland waters had'
and that they provide a winter livll- Post Office
to the State Convention of the As- may be secured at the local post
66 31.923 483 8 1
ponds.
left mitt.
reduced the smelt population to sociation. to be held In Portland, office.
hood for hundreds of men nlong Wonders
63 30.866 467 .6 |
Latest estimates are that it will such a low ebb that game fish which
i Walter Reynolds of Camden
the coast. Inland Fisheries and Tcxacos •.............. 66 30.608 465.1 '' and Mickey Boynton of Jefferson,
be at least another 10 days before depend upon the little silver fel
Game Commissioner Stobie and Sea Elks ..................... 63 29.247 464.21
I weighing 126 and 125 pounds respec- Sebago will be clear. There Is lows for food were not holding their
and Shore Fisheries Commissioner Perrys
63 29.093 461.8
i tively are booked for the semi-final. some oi>en water around the shores own and Greenleaf complains that
Delicious Unvarying Quality
Greenleaf have pledged their or Mid-Town ............ 66 30.450 461 I
Boynton is the lad who fills the air of this 44 square mile lake but none the inland dippers are now invading
ganizations to joint action in con Faculty ................ 66 30.423 461. ! with fists, but Walt knows how to
that would be especially attractive the coast in large numbers with
serving the supply.
Klwanis ................ 66 30.245 459 8
to anglers.
' give and take.
a serious depletion threatened there.
Stobie said that widespread dip Snows ................
66 302102 457 6
. The top prelim brings into action
Fishing became legal ln the Bel
Under the general laws of the
66 29.640 449.1
ping in many inland waters had Rices
Kid Bryant of Belfast who lost to grade Lakes chain on the 15th but state it is legal to take Up to four
66 29.180 442 1
reduced the smelt population to Old Timers
i Butch Wooster, Jr., in Bangor last the ice is not scheduled to go out quarts of smelts a day by dipping
....... 66 28.929 438.3
such a low ebb that game flsh Armours
week, but wlio still feels that he is in that area until at least the 1st In the inland waters while an equal
........ M 27.595 438
which depend upon the little silver Feylers
too many guns for the Rockland of May. China Lake, near Water- quantity of salt water smelts can
425.
fellows for food were not holding Rovers ......_......... 63 26.772
contender.
vllle which produced so many big ! be taken but only by hand. A numthelr own and Greenleaf complains Swifts .................. 66 27942 423.4
Other bouts, Chummy Skinner vs. salmon last season is showing signs j ber bf local rules and regulations
66 27.646 4189
that the inland dippers are now in Gulf
Young Phelps; Biuter Robinson of of clearing. A summary of the; promulgated for conservation pur
vading the coast in large numbers Individual Averages
Tliomaston vs. Bobby Bumford of whole situation indicates good poses now prohibit dipping either
with a serious depletion threatened
Strings PF Ave. Augusta.
stream fishing in about a week and by hand or by net altogether or in
there.
Fresh and salt water Grover __
.... 27 2811 104.1
Jerry Duprey of Bangor isn't action on lakes on May 1st.
some instances for bait only.
smelts, although of similar species, Chatto
54 5461 101.1 appearing because ins terms were
• • • •
differ in size, with the latter run Mitchell
66 6618 100 3 too high, but Butch Wooster will be
A flash from Herb Allan of
ning much larger. Each spring they Rackliff
60 0003 100. stacked up against some good tough Dennysville announced that the ice |
leave the lakes and the ocean to go Stinson ....
3 299 99.7 gtiy of note May 3.
has left the Dennys River and that
Brewer ..._
16 1491 »9.4|
Into the streams for spawning.
Bill Edson netted a good sized kelt1
63 6261 99.4 I
Under the general laws of the McKinney
salmon after a 25 minutes play,
60 5833 98 2
State it Is legal to take up to four Cargill .....
Wednesday afternoon. Tlie river
51 5001 98.1 I
quarts ot smelts a day by dipping T. Perry
At tlie Sur Alleys Saturday night has gone down three feet and the
56 5483 979
in the inland waters while an equal i Chaples
Rockland swamped the Waldoboro run of kelt is expected to be large.
63 6164 97.8
quantity of salt water smelts can Norton
quintet by 151 pins. McKinney was J Several parties of non-resident
87.7
\
3 2M
be taken but only by hand. A num- Lermond
topnotcher with his 147 and 141 anglers are scheduled to arrive at
57 5545 97.3
ber of local rules and regulations Carr
strings, and bis amazing total of 579 Herbs place for a try at their luck
54 5241 97 1 The score:
promulgated for conservation pur-1 Arico
tlie coming weekend.
5549 97 1
poses now prohibit dipping either j Hobbs
The Bangor Salmon Pool still fails
Rockland
57 5536 87.1 j
by hand or by net altogether or ln , McPhee
to produce but there Is practically
McKinney,
141
100
102
89
147
—
579
60 5826 97.1 ;
some instances for bait only.
' Topping
Roes,
99 82 97 114 115—617 no fishing there due to high water.
24 2323 96 8
One of the most sweeping changes Stewart
M S Hobbs,
91
98 108 113 86- 406 Only one fish has been taken from
50 4826
was made at Sebago Lake last year Rocs
88
93 99 118 99—497 the pool below Wyman Dam which
96
3
'
0U
«<'
51 4913
which put an end to the famous Barnard
114 87 83 90 91—465 is also affected by high water. Gen
96 3 Sma,,eV'
6067
J.
McLoon
63
smelt dipping parties on the Songo
erally fishing Ls best in that spot
57 5486 962
River. Whereas previously five to Soule ___
533 460 489 524 538-2654 from May 39th tojJuly 1st.
95 9 j
Ayotte
863
9
seven hundred dippers could be seen
52 4966 95 3 "aldoboro
along the banks of that stream Williams
Speaking of the Wyman Dam
61 5739 94 gD Benner, 106 104 99 N 86— 493
every evening during the run, only I L- Co,e
pool, a group of men on duty at the
9
4
9
W
Colwell,
■
82
115
82
87
—
435
54 5092
live bait dealers who secure a $2 Legage ____ ___
-164 hydro-electric station there have
Benner _______
45 4255 946j J Benner’ 83 63
license can operate there now.
99 jq«j
_ 320jw^,at an^ enthusiastic angler would
C.
Carr,
12 1133 94 4
Other localities have had similar L. Lufkin ..........
99 190 101 83 123 608 ronslrier ,0 ** the perfect Job. The
G.
Sleeper
____
34
5141 94 4 Smith,
rulings made to conserve their
107 92 77 115 92—4831P°°1 ** <HYectIjr below the dam so
Fitch,
Brackett
_...
__
94
60
5637
smelts as food for game fish which
during lunch hours they can get a
21 1951 94
they believe are more important in F. Richardson
crack at some of the sute's best
490
481
458
472
502-2493
48 4553 93 3 I
the long run. As smelts are mostly D. Perry ........
trout and salmon fishing. Just a few
63 5891 93.5 | Last Thursday night the Rockland
dipped while running up stream, a Harding ______
'steps from their place of business.
60 5602 93.41 team encountered a bore tide, in.
DIAMOND—FULL SIZE BOXES
very large percentage of those taken Beaulieu ...........
. lOn many a warm spring day you
60 5603 93.4 which the home team was buried by
have spawn in them. For natural Gatcombe .........
can see several of the boys with rod
MATCHES
42 3922 93.4 J Thomaston 222 pins. Robbins had
reasons the fish move mostly at Mason ___ __ _
92.8 bigh string <125> and high total, ln one hand and a sandwich in the
L.
Cook
__
_
___
24
2226
night.
other really down to business.
HARVEY—FOR CUP CAKES
66 6122 92.3 536. Tlie score:
(170 cvpi)
Sometimes phases of the moon af Danielson ..........
D.
Feyler
...........
42
3898
928 Rockland
fect them and in the case of Pan
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries officials
BAKING CUPS
2 «GS ,7C
53 4912 92.7 Gatcombe, 106 92 111 87 1C5—601 have sjgnifled
de$ire t0 help
ther Pond in the Sebago section C McIntosh .
3 278 92 7, McKinney, 88 Llfl 113 96 93—506 tmprove Malnes Atlantic salmon
smelts invariably go Into Rolfe McRae ..... .......
63 5843 92.7 j Roes.
93 98 83 95 101—470 rivers but say that there must be
Brook for spawning on the full of Law. Miller ......
QUAKER
92
5
i
Carr,
C.
Sleeper
____
57
5273
95 103 89 119—499 a big enough public demand before
the moon every February.
ci
5 LB
CORN MEAL CORNFOR
92.
Hobbs,
60
5518
78
81
86
87-419
MUFFINS
BAG
Along the coast from 800 to 1.000 Daniello ..... .....
such activity can take place. As a
H. Marshall ....
92.
12
1104
men make a good living catching
result of this Commissioner Oeorge
QUICK ot SLOW
467 479 491 453 606-2395
64 4961 91.9
“J. Stobie has suggested that Matne
smelts in the winter months. They Sukeforth ..... .
CREAM of WHEAT
21 1920 91 4 Thomaston
PKG 23c
are definite in their opinions that Armata ........ _...
folks flood their congressmen with
3834 912; Porter,
42
Dudley
.......
_.
104
109
100
112
108-533
taking of the fish during the spawn
letters requesting that the Bureau
DOMINO
Berliawsky .......
51 4644 91 1 Felt.
194 101 119 95 93—512 go to work on this program. Bu
ing season should either be entire
CONFECTIONERY SUGAR
^gs15c
Clarke ..............
63 5735 91. I Grafton.
93 90 117 138 96—534 reau experts have publically stated
ly eliminated or considerably cut
40 3635 90.9! Robbins,
Rogers .............
125 84 105 102 129—536 that they believe the Atlantic sal
down.
Merritt .............
42 3804 90.6 j Young,
100 98 102 111 91—502 mon can be brought back in vast
Commissioners Greenleaf and
40 4436 90 5,
F Black
nationwide
SEIDNER'S
Stobie have announced that en
numbers if river improvements can
24 2171 90.5
Howard .............
526 482 543 558 508-2617 be made.
BOZ
forcement of all laws would be the
SARDINES
90
5j
2 CANS 23c
MAYONNAISE
47 4252
Ryder........... —
JAR ,5c
strictest ever and have assigned ex
15 1357 90 5
Young ...............
With
the
smelt
dipping
season
GEISHA
pert wardens to long hours of night
GENERAL KNOX
57 5142 902
C. Brown..........
getting underway in numerous in
i work to see that this is done.
• OZ
CAN 23c
50 4508 902
J Flanagan
WHITE
MEAT
TUNA
SALAD DRESSING
JARS ,9c
land and coastal streams state con
------------------ 57 5144 90 2
Shepard ...........
servation forces are maintaining
Many of the plagues that once
FANCY
GENERAL KNOX
Alabama
57 5124 89 3
Post .......... _......
"Strict watch to prevent law viola
wiped out thousands of lives have
California
30 2693 89 8
Daniels ...............
SHRIMP
sa
V
ads
2 CANS 25c T SANDWICH SPREAD 2 JARS 19c
tions that would result in added de
been eradicated, tuberculosis has
Connecticut
3 269 89 7
Don Leach .....
pletion of this valuable fishery'".
never given man any peace. Slowly,
Delaware
57 5112 89 7
Scarlott ............
Declaring that smelts are of ex
however, this old, treacherous R. Marshall
District of Columbia
39 3479 892
treme importance to the mainten
enemy is being forced to give ground Walker ............
Florida
60 5343 89.1
HERSHEY'S BAKING CHOCOLATE WRAPPED PIECES
PKG 14c
ance of good inland sports Ashing
Georgia
O. Brown .
42 3740 bi)
Illinois
21 1869 89
French ..............
caLn,7c
NATION WIDE BAKING POWDER
West Virginia
Indiana
H. Cole .............
27 2402 88.9
Wisconsin
Maryland
Cummings .....
39 3468 889
ot
SMALL
LARGE
Wyoming
OVALTINE PLAIN
Massachusetts
CHOCOLATE
CO 5323 887
33c
Willis ................
CAN
CAN 59c
• • • •
Michigan
49 43« 88 1
A. C. McLoon ..
Hawaii
Missouri
Wotton .............
6 529 882
New Brunswick
J Karl
Montana
39 3434 68 1
Quebec
Sunshine COMMMir/O# orrw
SWANS DOWN
Nebraska
H. Black
63 5542 88.
SKCIM/
New Hampshire
Crockett ...........
66 5800 87 9
CAKE FLOUR
MTH for
PKG 2Sc
Tuberculosis is probably as old as
New Jersey
Oay ......... .........
18 1581 87 8
man. The flrst relics of the disease
New York
Baiun................
date back to the dawn of civiliza
63 5517 87.6
1 LB
tion, the Neolithic period, about
North Carolina
Jackson ..........
48 4208 87.6
IVORY SALT
ROUND PKGS 15c
5000
B
C„
when
man
flrst
domesti

<
noted
by
N.
Mazzeo)
Saunders
6 52S 87.5
cated animals.
NORMAN R
Jameson
Ohio
33 2884 87 4
Oklahoma
Greeley ............
63 5493 87.3
BAG 2|C
FLOUR
Mills . .............
Pennsylvania
♦3 3928 873
Qtniune Cnqraved
Rhode Island
E. Mitchell
21 1827 87.
Texas
S. Murphy
30 2607 869
McCarty ......
Vermont
45 3935 866
HERSHEY'S BREAKFAST COCOA
CAN 10c
JU Th* LvwmI Pricea la HUtoryl
RETREADS
Ray Smith .....
54 4380 86 3
Washington
Texas
Gardner
6
867
520
VUtiog
Cards
6.00-20,
$8.50
DUNHAM'S SHREDDED COCOANUT
Moran ..............
57 4940 86.7 Heal ......................... 15 1243 82 9
TOO paneled cards, choice tt
2
19c
30x5—8 Ply,
10.50 Bowley .............
elsei and 30 itylee of enqravlna,
9 779 86 6 Beck ......................... 7
579 82 6
ELATE INCLUDED, only — 914X
6 517 86.2 A. Flanagan ............ 13 1071 82.4
6.50-20,
10.50 Demetrl ............
Wedding Announcements
R. Gardner .
58 4987 86. B. Gardner ............
63 5167 82. 1
LIBBY’S DEVILED MEAT
32x6—8 Ply,
14.50 Mosher ...........
ar Invitations
3 253 86 Pomeroy ................... 9
738 81.7
On white or Ivory dock—wed
32x6—10 Ply,
16.50
R. Richardson
13 1127 85.7 Lamb ........................ 15 1220 81 3
ging or plate linlah. Inside and
THREE CROW EPSOM SALTS
Gregory ............
60 5128 85.5 Seavey ..................... 54
4385 81.2
2 PKGS ,9c
outside envelope!, und PLATE IN
NEW TIRES
Gross ................
57 4862 85.3 Christofferson ......... 12
970 80.9
CLUDED _____________
1000 SHEET
3 253 85 3 Hallowell ................. 54 4362 80.8
$14.85 Murgita ......
6.00-20,
NATION-WIDE TOILET PAPER
,9c
Sodal Stationery
ROLLS
Thomas.............
2291 84.9 Peterson ,.................. 12
967 80.6
27
17.85
30x5—8 Ply,
Spedal styles for men and women.
Duff ..................
12 1018 84 8 W. Karl .................... 30 2412 80.4
MAKES WASHING
A choice of lovely colore, mono
LARGE
17.85 Small ................
6.50-20,
CHIPSO FLAKES A PLEASURE
21c
57 4835 84.8 Hutchinson .............. 21 1679 79.5
grams and styles of engraving,
PKG
23.85 Flagg ................
ELATE INCLUDED_____________
7.00-20,
3
238 78.3
GO 5062 84 4 Jordan ......................
82.25.11.15 and up.
A WHITE SOAP
22.85
Green ..............
57 4810 84.4 Lan. Miller............... 47 3719 79 1
32x6—8 Ply,
p
G SOAP FOR LAUNDRY USE
CARS ,9c
Johnson
...............
12
945
78.3
5061
81.4
GO
Mank
................
Butbieu Stationery
29.85
32x6—10 Ply,
472 78.7
>00 business oards er Hammermlll
CO 5060 84.3 C. Murphy................ 6
Leemau ............
ALL TIKF.S GUARANTEED
Bond lstterhsads, PLATE IN
6
463 77.7
LaCrosse .........
3 251 83.7 Glover ......................
CLUDED, only___________87.98
43 3996 83.3 H. Smith................... 27 2084 77 2
E. Perry
904 75.5
18 1511 83.2 Pease ........................ 12
Hary ................
3
223 74.4
18 1498 83.1 Bowser .....................
E. Lufkin
ROCKLAND
3
215 71.7
9 747 83. Carroll .....................
R. Perry ...........

Are Warned That the
Wardens Are Keeping
Close Watch For
Violations

Is What the Fight Fans
WiU See At Park Street
Arena Friday Night

p

SUJUU
TEA

With The Bowlers

VACUUM CAN

19c

Spying Auto Plates

FINANCE COMPANY
Room No. 301
Floor No. 3
Kresgo Building
241 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

MARTIN J RIELI.Y, Mgr.

Phone No. USS

Small Loan Statute License No 1
Chargee 1% on unpaid monthly
balances up to (ISO; 2‘4% monthly
on balances above.

COUPON
At no obligation to me please
ave your representative rail

Name ........................... .............

Address ...................................—

44-46-49 SO

★

TRUCK TIRES

PEbUlL
an!

KRISPY CRACKERS »»■
IDttMWCHlHITS**

«»OUUA« YALM« *. ,.ar

STATIONERY

IF QUALITY
Is »hat you want In
Drug Store Merchandise

This Store Has It
We use only the Beat the
market affords. Substitu
tion and “just as good" are
only business apologies.
There is a big variation In
DRUGS AND PRICES

PLAY SAFE!

WALMSLEY'S
Reliable Drug Store
373 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 564
Opp. Knox Trust Co.

15

2

5 LB n<

★

4

2nt?nN5<

and

The Courier-Gazette

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

TALK OF THE TOWN
*

Year’s Best Supper

• -I

J

PASSOVER MENU
Fruit Supreme
Gefueiie Fish with Horseradish
Chicken Consomme with
Matzoth Balls
Sweetbreads with (Mushrooms
Squab Broiler with
Matzoth Stuffing
Carrots
Vegetable Salad. Olive OU Dressing
Spongecake or Wine Cake
Demi-tasse
Sweet Wines

Turkey, Chicken and
Dorman’s Ice Cream At
Littlefield Church
Tomorrow Night

April U Men's Community League
bowling banquet at Elki home at. 6 15
Don’t forget that Chicken supper
April 26 —Thomaston— "Travelmania
bv Star Circle Grace Chapter at Watts at the battlefield Memorial Church
hall
The
May 1—Warren—Entertainment "In tomorrow night, April 24th.
an Old Dutch Garden" by primary pu tickets for the 5 30 serving are about
pils at Town hall.
May 3 (3 to 91 Annual meeting of all sold, but we have plenty for the
Woman’s Educational Club at Orand 6.30 patrons and they can be as
Army hall
May 3 Waldoboro—Graduation play. sured of as good service and help- |
"Spring Fever".
May 5—Band and vocal concert at Ings as the former.
Community Building Knox Hospital
Chickens at this time of year are
Auxiliary and Rockland Band.
May 7—Waldoboro t.eglon mlnRtrel very scarce, but we managed to
show at Clark s hall
round up some fine birds, and with
May 7 Superior Court convenes
May 7 (Golf)—Rockland High at
the aid of seme nice fat turkeys we
Bath.
. .
„ .
May 9 (Oolf) Morse High at Rock are sure you'll be glad yo ucame.
land.
,
MENU
May 10-Warren—8enlor class play.
"She Sloops to Conquer" at Town hall Ron.t Chicken- Turkey
May U—Limeroek Valley Pomona
Brown Oravy
Grange meets with Owls Head Grange.
Dressing
Mashed Potato
May 12 Mothers Day.
Mashed Turnip
Buttered Carrotts
May 13 Women's Community League
CTanberry Sauce
iPlckles
bowling banquet at Rendezvous at 6 30
Coffee
Tea
May 13—Special Primary Election In
Dorman's Home Made Ices
the Second Maine District.
Home Made Cukes
May 17 Rockland Fire Department
—adv.
Ball at Community Building
May 21—Waldoboro Lincoln County
Union of Women's Clubs meets at
Ice picks are uncomfortable crit
Mithodlst Church
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
ters when you don't aim ’em right.
June 3—Special Congressional elec
That's why Harold W. Look, whole
tion In the Second Mulnc District
June 17—Primary Election
June 24- iRepubllcan National Con sale lobster dealer, Is wearing hls
vention In Philadelphia.
left arm in a sling.

THE WEATHER
Out of the moth balls comes the
weather report which had been
carefully laid away for the season.
All because of the rip-snortin' bliz
zard whrfh came out of the north
east Sunday, to the accompani
ment cf a 50-mile gale, and abnor
mally high tides. The damage ln
Rockland harbor wasn't very ex
tensive, because the present status
of shipping hasn't left much to be
damaged. Tlie water flooded the
Glover lumber wharf and left a
miscellaneous lot of debris on Ever
ett 8|war’s private golf course at
the rear of Tlie Courler-Oazette
office. The steamer Vinalhaven
remained staunchly at her mooring
across Lermond's Cove. Five ’nches
of snow left some sloppy traveling
on the city streets, the snowplows
also having been packed in moth
balls. The Old Farmer's Almanac
advertises sun showers for today.
Puzzle, find the sun.

Walter O. Dimick of The Courier- 1
Gazette force has bought the Mrs.
Annie Thorndike house at 5
Union street and has moved thither
from Orange street.
Osmond A. Palmer will be tlie
leader of the prayer and praise
service at the First Baptist vestry
on Tuesday evening, tlie service 1
commencing at 7.30.

Tlie annual bowling banquet of
the Men's Community League will I
be held Thursday night at the Elks
home at 6.15. Prizes will be award
ed. and a pleasant evening is ex
pected.
Charles H. Berry says: “If I had
waited a bit longer before returning
from the South, it is possible my
horse would not have been so full
of 'kinks,' and a fall might have
been avoided." A little fall, a little
kink. Ls not what horseback riders
think, is good on frozen ground.

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Aux
iliary US.W.V. will meet at Legion
Eton V. Twaddel who lias been
hall tomorrow night at 7.30. Sup a resident of Portland for the past
per will be served by the Comrades 20 years and for 12 years has been
at 6 o'clock.
associated with the finance and loan
business in that city, has been ap
President John Pomeroy and pointed manager of the Guardian
Capt. John G. "Snow of the local Finance Company of 480 Congress
Kiwanis Club were present at the street. Mr. Twaddel, who ls a
meeting of the Orono Kiwanis Club brother of (Mrs. Freeman S. Young
Thursday night. Tlie governor of of this city, is a native of Bangor.
the New England District, Fred C.
Mitchell of Lynn, Mass, was the
Members of RHS and al! Grang
principal speaker.
ers and guests of the Grange will

,

Last night, the flrst night of
the Passover, in virtually every
devout Jewish home of the city
the seder was read at the family
table. This service assumes the
form of a historical drama with
the father, mother and the child
ren as the principal actors. The
service is not, as some assume,
wholly devotional. It contains
many Joyful verses and proverbs
and humorous observations for
the family's entertainment.
Seder is probably the oldest,
and certainly one of the most
fascinating of all rituals of the
sort current among mankind. Its
origin dates back 35 centuries.
By the beginning of the Chris
tian era the text had already
taken much of its present form,
and the latest editions, with the
exception of one or two hymns,
were completed nearly a thou
sand years ago.
This ceremonial meal is as
elaborate as the family can af
ford and the mother can prepare.
A typical Jewish menu of a mod
ernized version is given above.
Passover without matzoths, even
to the most agnostic members of
the tribe of Israel, would be un
thinkable. Matzoths are used In
stead of bread and are not con
sidered as delicacies. But Passover offers many palate delights.
There are macaroons of almond
paste that melt in the mouth. A
golden treasure ls the spongecakp made of potato flour or
matzoth meal, eggs and sugar.
There is tlie specially prepared
drink, home made, of honey and
malt with a goodly kick.
Matzoth meal makes a fine
dumpling to use in soups, es
pecially with rich chicken broth.
Beat two eggs, adding a dash
of ground ginger, cinnamon,
ground almond, pepper and
salt. Stir in two tablespoons of
matzoth meal and make into a
paste with two teaspoons chicken
fat. Form into small balls, and
boil 20 minutes in chicken soup.
Approximate yield: 12 balls. —
Herald Tribune

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE
97Ttf

BEANO

Young-Rankin—At Camden. April 21.
Robert B Young, and Mb» Annie f.l
Rankin, both of Camden —By Rev W
I F Brown
Fro. Lett-Beverage At North Haven
April 19 Malcolm P Crockett and Miss
Nettle E Beverage, both of North
Haven
By Rev H F Hu«
Cavton - Frankowxki — At Rockland.
April 20. Francis Cayton and Mtxa So
phie Frtnkowskl, both of Rockland —
By E R Keene. J P

DIED

TONIGHT
LEGION HALL
O'CIXM'K

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

37Ttf
P. T. A. BENEFIT

MAY BALL and
ITALIAN SUPPER
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1

OWLS HEAD TOWN HALL
Tickets 35c, includes Dance, Supper
and Door Prize
45-52

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
890, 781-1 nr 781-11

1M-1B LIMEROCK STREET
BUCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Mureh A' Rockland. April 22. Dallas
Murch of Vlnalhaven aged 55 years 4 ,
months.
funeral Wednesday at 21
, o clock from Hadley funeral home In
Vlnalhaven.
i Willis At Rockland. Anr'.’. 21. TJatnard S. Will Is. aged 71 yearn, 5 months. »
13 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’clock from residence. 6 Edward street .
Harriman At Rockland. April 21. •
Kate W O .. widow of Capt William H
Harriman aged 75 years 11 days Serv-'
lees at the Russell funeral liome at
noon today
Committal and inter
ment in Maple Grove -cemetery. Pro* i
pert nt 2 p. BL
Julian - At Stony Creek. Conn . April
14 Lillian, widow of Harry Julian, na
tlve of Vlnalhaven.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Warren H Mank
who passed away April 23. 1937
Twas very hard to part wlh him,
To feel that he must, die;
And see death's seal upon hls brow
And In that deep bright eye
Oh. may we strive to meet him there
Beyond the bright blue nky.
Where pain nnd sorrow never come.
And loved ones never die.
Hls wife and children

CARD OF APPRECIATION
Harry PolLse. proprietor of the New
York TaLlor Shop, corner Main and
Summer streets ls retiring from the
business after 22 years ln Rockland
He wishes to thank one and all of.
hls many customers nnd the people In |
general for thelr kindness
Fo, the
present he will be nt hls reslc .ice.
13 Rankin street

I

----------------------

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the friends; nnd
neighbors who expressed their sym
pathy with us In our recent bereave
ment with flowers
•
Gardner I, Tolman. Mr and Mrs
WUlts Snow, Mr and Mrs Charles A.

Tolman.

WALDO THEATRE

A well-known manufacturer of
knit goods approached Madeleine J
Carroll with a good business proposltion which the Paramount star I
turned down. His offer was to pur
chase for a very good price all the
children's knitted garments that
Madeleine and her group of girls 1
could produce. He claims that the
workmanship and style of the gar
ments is so superior and distinctive
that he could sell them in the most
exclusive shops at a good profit to
the girls. Miss Carroll, however,
turned down the offer, as she would
rather send the well-knit garments
directly to the French orphans.

OLDER CITIZENS RECALL IT

Checks

Rheumatic

Pain Quickly
Jf you suffer, from rheumatic, ar
thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple
Inexpensive home recipe that thousands
are using. Get a package of Ru Ex
Compound today. Mix It with a quart
of water, add the Juice of 4 lemons
It’s easy No trouble at all and pleas
ant. You need only 2 lublespoousful
two times a day Often within 48 hours
sometimes overnight splendid results
l are obtained If the pains do not quick
ly leave and if you do not feel better.
1 Ru-Ex will cost you nothing to try
Ru-Ex Compound ls for sale and recoin- I
mended by < If. Moor A Company and The American Legion's baltir for security against the forces of darkness
good ding stores everywhere.
and anarch) commends itself lo the Nation

Thr Lincoln street High School building in Rockland before a portion
of it became incorporated into the present structure, accommodating three
times as many students. Thr picture is from an old photo loaned by Mrs.
It. T. Clark and was certainly made before thr day of thr automobile, or
those three kids in the loreground wouldn't be “searching" in the middle of
thr road. Those were thr happy days.

with the

Frank H. lngypuuu was in Au
The Ice disappeared from Chickawaukie Lake Saturday the 20th. burn for a court hearing iliursdjy,
Iast year it went out the 23d. and and, witli Charles T. Smalley, at
Baih on legal business, Friday.
out of Mirror latke. May 3.
A cluingc in the skyline at tlie
Brock, especially at night, will be
made by the huge neon sign being
erected tbday by A T Thurston,
Bicknell Block.

SHOW BAKE

Due to the length ot our Saturday
evening performance,, effective Sat
urday, April 25, and until further
notice, there will be but one eve
ning show at 8 p. m.

See perfect baking through a glass
door in an electrically lighted oven.
Extra large oven hakes
USE OUR
with OU or Heat-controlied Gas. Two pow
erful, factory built-in
Oil Burners. Rugged,
dependable construc
tion.

Carl E. Rogers of Veterans Home
Co. 14. Los Angeles, has our thanks
for copies of the <Los Angeles Times,
containing matters of much in
terest.

BUDGET
PLAN

A modern stoker has been in- j Muth ado about nothing was Ute
stalled in the High School building prolonged diaphone solo at 10.30 thLs
by the Fairbanks-Morse people. It morning, two boxes having been rung
is attending to the wants of the big. for a small oil barrel blaze near
heater, with proper attention to [ the city stable, Tilson avenue. No
dietary requirements.
damage.

Oi/ QdS
COMBINATION

“Meet Dr. Christian”

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

A 40-foot cabin cruiser under
construction at Ivan Rackllff's boat
shop will be ready for launching in
about six weeks. It will become the
property of R. V. Kingsman of the
Massachusetts Oeneral Hospital.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

361 MAIN STREET,

WHAT TYPE BATHROOM
fcj 6 KITCHEN SHOULD WE HAVE
HOW SHALL I

j

Volunteers and Boy Scouts heeded
the call from Box 75 Saturday aft- J
ernoon and made a vain search for i
Edna King. 54, who had left the [
almshouse in tlie early forenoon and
failed to reappear. The search was
directed by Patrolman Carl A.
Christofferson. Sunday forenoon
she was seen walking across a field
near the Old County road, and was
taken back to the institution bv
Earl Barter. She had evidently been
exposed to the storm, and was in a
somewhat dazed condition. Her
condition improved after she had
partaken of hot food and donned
dry clothing.

HEAT MY HOME ?

8£m tf

Beano party, G.A.R. hall Thurs
day, 2 p. rn., Edwin (Libby Relief
Corps—adv.

CAN I AFFORD NEW
HEATINGS PLUMBING NOW?

here

REAL ESTATE
WILLIAM ANDERSON
WEST MEADOW ROAD, TEL. 23 -W
ROCKLAND, ME.
49’50 ;

way to pay tor it!

which includes Radiator Heating, Warm Air Heating and Air Condi
tioners -burning oil, gas or coal -automatic or hand-fired. Then look
at the full array of beautiful 'Standard" Plumbing Fixtures for
smart bathrooms and kitchens. You’ll find the exact equipment to suit
individual requirements of your home and budget whether they
ure large or smalt- whether you are building or modernizing.

--A i

> 4•

For modernizing Heating, or a combination ol Heating and Plumb
ing, you can now use our SUMMER FINANCE PLAN No payments
until October 15th! Plumbing alone can be modernized on our FHA
Plan No down payment— monthly payments to start 60 days Irom
date ol installation. Both plans give you up to 3 years lo pay!

■

T.

1

to every Home
Problem 1

Ask your Heating and Plumbing Contractor to tell you how little
it will cost and how easily you can pay for Awokm Heating Equip
ment and 'Standard" Plumbing Fixtures.

American
Radiator

JEAN HERSHOLT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24
JANE WITHERS
JOE E. BROWN, JR.

Harvey Distributing Co.

"Bluebird,"

“Swiss

Special: “Gone With the Wind"
May 4. 5, 6. 7

SUHItAU SUIfS HL
A new, low-coal, efficient
Gas-Fired Air Conditioner

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
APRIL 25. 2G, 27
HENRY FONDA

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
I

B8-tf

York World e hair

MODERN SINKS FOR MODERN

GARDINER, ME. TEL. 262-W
“Croeker-Wheeler" District
Agents
42-52

In L.

See our building «< the

Hew

CupvriRlit 1910. Amerlrau Radiator it Standard Sanitary Corporation

“HIGH SCHOOL”

Coming:

CORPORATION

SHOWROOMS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

NEW and USED

Family Robinson.’’

VltwQ/odt

^taitdavd

Cast Iron & Steel Boiler* As Furnace* for Coal. Oil, Gas • Radiator* • Plumbing
Fixtures As Fittings • Air Conditioner* • Coal As Gat Water Heater* • Copper
Pipe At Fittings • Oil Burner* • Heating Accessories

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Many Sizes—'i II. P. to 51MI II. P.
In Stork

la ,
GRAPES OF WRATH’

ts an easy way to plan new Heating and Plumbing for your

and an even easier
All you need to do is
Ttohome
get the facts on the complete line of A»UW Heating Equipment

Public seance at 82 Old County
Road, Thursday night, April 25
Edna L. Knowlton, medium.—adv.
49'It

with

also
•CALLING PHILO VANCE*
with
RALPH FORBES

Glenwood

THE MEW

fc SlO

TUESDAY ONLY, APRIL 23

Oven

and Built-in Oil Burners!

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBOKO IM
Matinee Saturday kt 2 30
Sunday at 3 p m.
Single Evening Shows at 8 p. m
SPECIAL NOTICE

THE LEGION BLAZES TRAIL

Lemon Juice Recipe

Hie "Economy Test Run' Mercury
which has had half the motoring
public by the ears the past few
weeks will be at the Park street sta
tion of Waldoboro Garage Co. today.
All persons are Invited to drive this
Dr. and Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee car and see for themselves its
left by motor yesterday for Boston amazing economy.
to attend the 76th annual meeting
Winslow-Holbrook Unit, A L. met
of the Massachusetts Dental Society
Monday night. Reports on the
being held at the Statler Hotel.
conference at Bath and Council
meeting at Union were given and
James Conners, a Bangor boxing Poppy plans were discussed. A
manager, has been indefinitely very delicious lunch was served by
barred from Maine rings. The ac the hostesses, Mrs. Kirk and Mrs.
tion followed hLs recent appearance Hyland. Birthdays for the month
in a Rockland ring without a license. were observed.

be entertained at an old time box
social at Pleasant Valley Grange
tonight. Ladies will furnish a box
lunch for two, witli name inside,
and leave with the lecturer. A
movie will be shown and Coca. Cola
will be given away. The time is 8
Rev Pletcher H Knollln of Fairoclock, games, good music and a
field. formerly Director of Christian
Tlie annual "Christine Dorman good time is planned.
Education of tlie United Baptist
Chicken Supper" will be held Wed
Convention
of Maine, was the guest
nesday, April 24 at Littlefield
A revision of the capital structure
Memorial Church 5 30 to 630. of the Curtis Publishing Company ls preacher at both lhe morning and
Home Roasted Chicken and all the advocated by President Walter D. evening services at the First Bap
fixings, also Win Dorman's ice Puller ln hls annual report to the tist Church Sunday. Douglas, Al
cream, all for 50 cents. Tickets stockholders. An increase in net bert Jr., and Joseph Mills led the
at The Dormanette, R P. Conant's advertising income in 1939 of 8 18 Christian Endeavor Service.
store or Harry Chase's shoe repair percent over 1938 was reported.
shop—adv.
48-49
Despite the intense storm Sunday
, Fuller said that for the flrst quarter
afternoon there was a large attend
| of 1940 there had bcen an advertisance at the funeral of Prank S.
; ing dollar gain of 6 8 percent over
Sherman, held at the Russell Fu
! a year ago, compared with an in
DANCING
crease of 5.7 percent in the first neral Home. Rev Charles A. Marstaller of the Littlefield Memorial
Every Wed. [quarter of 1939.
Church officiated and the bearers
AT
were Calvin Sherman, Jr., Sherwood
GLEN
BORN
] Dickey—At Vlnalhaven. April 17. to Upham. Donald Upham and How
COVE
Mr and Mrs Norman Dickey, a son ard E. Dunbar. The remains were
Muaic By
taken to Camden, scene of Mr. Sher
MARRIED
man’s early life.

Painting,
calsominiqg,
paper
hanging. Outside work a specialty.
All work guaranteed. Prices rea
sonable. I.-iand work our specialty.
Hatcli & Rowe, Tel 424-WK, Rock
land.
42-T&S-43

7.30
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Every-Other-Day.

FUH-SAVINC IDEAL BOILERS
FOR ALL HOMES I At right
is our newest low-cost
Oil Burning Boiler for
deluxe performance at
budget cost. All Ideal
Boilers are scientifically
engineered to provide
the highest heating re
sults at lowest cost. Tho
complete line includes
automatic and handfired Boilers for every
home — for Oil, Gas or
Coal for radiator heat
ing at ita boat!

COMFORT AT LOW COST
WITH SUNBIAM NEATINC UNITS I
Whether you want a steel or
cast iron Air Conditioner or
Warm Air Furnace, you’ll find
a unit to fit your exact needs
and budget in the famous
Sunbeam line. And you can
choose the fuel you prefer
Oil, Ga* or Coal — automatic
or hand-fired.

'Standard” custom line sink
Ties in with custom built kitchen cabinets.

KITCHENS I "Standard" Kitchen
Sinks offer you everything
— beauty — efficiency — con
venience. You’ll heartily ap
prove the useful back ledge,
handy swinging spout, deep
sink wells, gleaming Chroniard Fittings, roomy com
partments in the cabinets —
and ull the other features
that huve made Standard"
sinks, in white and color, the
choiceof thousandsof women.
There’s one to fit your needs
und purse precisely!

BATHROOM BEAUTY FOR
YOUR HOME I Give your

NEW IDEAL GIL BURNING IOILER
A ho available as com
plete Boiler-Burner Unit

bathroom the rharm
and distinction you de
sire with 'Stolidai’d”
Plumbing Fixtures in
white and 11 beautiful
colors. The full line in
cludes smartly styled
Bathtubs, Closets,
Showers and Lavatories.
The free booklet offered
on this page shows many
artfully designed bath
rooms in full color. Write
to our Pittsburgh office
for your copy now.

ERIE 44-PAGE IOOKIETI
Beautifully Illustrated, thia ln>
formative booklet will help
you select the right Heating
and Plumbing for your home.
Write to American Radiator Al
Standard Sanitary Corp., Pitts
burgh, Pa., for your free copy,
or ask your Heating and Plumbing Contractor to show you our
complete catalogue.

Enjoy yow home fo the fullest with

h

American

./~>.heating equipment

! II MBING FIXTURES
'u»latldai*tf’ STANHOPE GROUP

Master Pembroke
Bath, Comrade Lavatory, Cadet Closet _

Every-Other-Day
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‘son, Richard returned Sunday to) .-

WALDOBORO ..

.

_

'TUP

*1*

■

D*

winchester. Mass, after visiting Maine farmers Talk rertuizer rrices

relatives here.
#5« a a
The Susannah Wesley Society
MRS LOUISE MTrUaJ
will meet Thursday afternoon with
Correspondent
Mrs. O. G. Barnard at the Metho
dist parsonage.
Tel. 27
Mrs. Alva Achorn. Miss Maxine
Achorn and Richard Achorn re
Frank Small of Coopers’ Mills turned Sunday from a visit ln Wor
was guest Saturday at the home of cester, Mass.
John Palmer,
John Grant of Castine spent the GLEN COVE
holiday weekend in town,
Miss Emily Hall gav e a dinner
Mrs. Roland Walter is a surgi party Saturday night in honor of
cal patient at Memorial Hospital, the 89th birthday of her mother,
Damariscotta.
Mrs. Mary Hall. Tliose present
Floyd Benner, Oral Ludwig. Otis i were Miss Ada Hall and Bushrod
Ellis and Capt. Ralph Pollard at ! Campbell of Boston. Mr. and Mrs.
tended the dedication of the Ma 1 Raymond Watts and Miss Ida
sonic hall in Bucksport Saturday. Stevens of Rockland, Miss Margaret
Captain Pollard was the guest Stevens of Bethel and Mr. and Mrs.
Fertiliser price* lower than other eonimoditiei which farmers bun.
E B Hall. Mrs. Hall received a
speaker.
James Young of Portland was variety of attractive and useful
“Do you think the price you paid swers the same question. “Since
for that last purchase you made 1932 fertilizer prices have been
weekend guest of his aunt, Mrs. presents.
is too high?” Ask that of any man fairly stable at a little below the
Lawrence Weston.
MLss Nellie Shibles has resumed
or woman any time and get about 1910-1914 average,” says the re
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Benner and J her nursing duties at the home of ;
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Benner of | Mrs Black in Rockland, having re- the same answer as if you asked, port. “Fertilizer prices, as a per
“Are taxes too high?” Neverthe
Springfield. Mass., have been spend- , turned from Mt. Vernon, N. Y., less, in a recent survey made in centage of the 1910-1914 average,
Ing a few days at the Benner home where ihe cared for her son Nell, Maine and 34 other States, over are considerably lower than prices
of most commodities bought by
on Pleasant street.
the past 11 weeks. Mrs. Winnie j 32,000 farmers were asked point
farmers. In fact, all commodities
blank,
“
Do
you
think
fertilizer
Richard Freeman of Boston spent Clinton who was at the Black resi
are 16 per cent higher than the avprices
are
high?
”
Maine
fanners
the weekend at his home here.
dence during her absence, has re
replied as follows: “Yes, they are erage, while fertilizer prices are 5
Raymond Achorn of Whitinsville, turned home.
high,” said 34.1 per cent. “They per cent lower.'
Mass., has been visiting his mother Miss Katherine Gregory is passing are low,” said 11.4 per cent The
Thc report continues: "New de
Mrs. Mary Achorn.
a vacation from her teaching duties remainder, 54.5' t, replied that velopments in science and technol
Mr. and Mrs. William Labe are ln Pawtucket. Mass., with her prices were average.
ogy, such as the production of syn
Now the Department of Agricul thetic nitrogen, have reduced pro
moving to the apartment recently mother, Mrs. Nina Gregory and
vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
poSter paics u, Thom- ture releases a statement which an- duction costs and prices.
Ncwbegin.
aston and her aunts. MLsses Nora _
_
_
Arthur Wentworth has employ- Gregory and Emma Gregory.
German SllTeWOneSS
CAREER STORY
ment on a poultry farm in Wren-1 Mlss AUce UVptf aMd Irwin
_____
tham. Mass.
i Wass of Biddeford were recent visi- I
Control of Copenhagen
Mrs. Jessie Achorn went Satur- j (Ors a(
home of Mr. and Mrs. j
Gives Them Strategic
day to Chelsea. Mass., called by the George Woodward.
Base On Baltic
death of her nephew. Lieut. Henry j Charles Maxey Ls vacating the 1
J. Harrison. Lieut. Harrison who Hall tenement on Warrenton street {
By occupying Copenhagen, capital
had been ill for several years was j which his family has occupied for
of
Denmark, German forces, at one
well known here.
[30 years. He will reside with hls.
Supt. A. D. Gray was a business daughter, Afc-s. Henry Keller in stroke, gained control of a quarter
visitor Saturday in Augusta.
j West Rockport
! ot the country’s population, a bulMrs. Clarence Benner was hos-j Mrs. Hattie Barbour of Camden ' letin from the Washington. D.
C.,
tess Friday night to the Mending was guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs | headquarters of the National GeoClub.
| Carl E. Freeman.
Charles Lilly Post, A. L., and Aux- j Mrs. Emma Bradstreet of Rock- "raaphic
Phlc Society
Society points
points out.
out.
"Copenhagen is the site of the
Iliary will hold a Joint birthday land visited Wednesday with Mrs
party Wednesday night in Legion c. E. Gregory.
royal residence of this oldest kingnail in celebration of their first
Mr. and Nlrs. Charles Foote and * dom in Europe, a residence conbirthday .
son Charles have returned here for . gifting Of four palaces, simple and
Rev. Harold Nutter of Appleton the summer.Mr. Foote has been ' impressive as the White House,”
has been called to accept the pastor- employed in the hotel business in 1 continues the bulletin.
"King
ate of the First Baptist Church. Ormond. Fla . and will continue at Christian and members of the royal
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Connor and the Samoset this season.
j f<mUy occupy three of the palaces.

WARREN

w be held Wednesday night at the FRIENDSHIP
I
♦
vestry.
I
Mrs. Adelia Jameson visited Wed *
I
t
nesday with her sister. Miss Ruth *************>
Engagement Announced
Bradford in East Friendship.
Of Interest in this town is the
FOUR acres ot shore property for
sale with chalet. 20 ft. by 20 ft. Nice
engagement announcement of Ed- I Mrs. Olivia Hoffses, who has been tire place Well wooded At Rallard
Park
Apply C M BLAKE. Wallpaper
gar A. Comee. teacher of history in serving as housekeeper for Mrs. store.
862 Malli St.
47-tf
Gertrude
Oliver,
has
returned
horn".
Warren High School, to Miss Dora
HARD wood and steel drum barrels
Clayton Oliver returned Sunday to for floats tor sale; flat top oflice desk.
Elaine Goud of Portland and Tops
MORRIS5 GORDON. 6 Tea St. Tel.
ham. Miss Goud ls the daughter of Fairhaven, Mass., after a weekend I 1012-W
48 50
I AT West Rockport, six room house.
J. W. Goud of Topsham, is a gradu Visit With hls family.
Miss Rachel stetson who passed I barn, cellar spring well and ’acres
ate of Brunswick High School, and
,
...
.
,
. lend; nrlce $850
V F STUDLEY 283
47-tf
of Westbrook Junior College. She is a week with her grandmother and , Mtll„ st.. Rockland. Tpi. 1154
_ 1935—CHEVROI ET 4-door redin for
employed as medical secretary to brother, has returned to Thomaston.

FOR SALE

««««
ALENA L. STARFLE7TT
Correspondent

Tel. 46

Mr. and Mrs. Francis Orne and
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Johnston, Rock
land were guests Thursday night of
Mr and 'Mrs. Robert Russell, the oc
ss'e In ftne condition
TEI. 307 W or
casion being the birthday of Mrs
write Box 513 ClUy
47-49
Russell. The guests took a lunch Dr. Eugene H. Drake of Portland.
CITY
LICENSES
KITCHEN
range
for
sale.
Olenwood C
Mr.
Comee
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
and gifts for Mrs. Russell.
The Licensing Committee of the with water colt HOWARD DUNBAR.
Mrs. E. Randolph Comee of Bnins- Ctty Council will meet tn the City 75 Willow 8t. Tel 231-M
47-tf
Twenty full grown pheasants were
wick. Is au Bgraduate
Brunswick clerks
9®“- Wednesday.
iwo.
andp rock
fining for
sale; very
Buuatc from
iiuui DrunswiCK
gt
oelock
|E s T , lnMay
thp 1st
aftnr
. chdirt A
SNOWMAN
& SON.
Tc|.
liberated Friday in this town, under
High School and of Tufts College, noon, for the puipc.se ofreceiving ap935 Rockland
49*51
direction of the Knox County Fish
, ,
,
.a
,
. plications for vlctualers and other 11- r------— done graduate
------c, aoa^cvzsrv
Tel.
OI ..u
ENWOOD oil «tove for sale
and L
has
workSeMW
at theas arr requlrtd for the cm
and Game Association.
49-51
Ing year Blanks needed for this pur 60 , W MRS PFRLFY Mil t FR
University of Chicago. He is a mem pose
mav be obtained from the City
PIGS for sale two cows; 30-ft boat
Ellis Spear. Jr., of Newton Centre.
Clerk's Office.
and lobster traps
H H WALDRON.
ber of the Zeta Psi Fraternity.
FRANCIS D ORNE
Mass., was guest at the Millsyde
42 Holm’ St. Tel. T57 W
49 51
No date has been set for the wed
RICHARD C PERRY.
NEW
and
rebuilt
typewriters,
adding
Lunch a few days recently. He was
Licensing
(Committee
ding.
49-T-52 mv-hlne. cash register, tor sale, to let
in Maine to attend a meeting of the
'and repaired; lowest prices; new guar
anteed adding machines $47 50. terms
grounds and building committee at East Waldoboro Fire
.15 down. $5 month
,J. W THCVA*.
Tel 807. City
49*51
Bowdoin College.
Fire which is thought to have
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale.
The culvert Just below’ the Mac- originated from a chimney fire
*** «
Mat *.
I
4Jeffer on St Inquire 12 KNOX ST
_ .,___ .
.,
,
. a
. i Advertisement* In thia column no»
M
40. r
Callum place dropped in last week earlier
in the day, destroyed the I to exceed three lines insered onoe fo»---------------------------------------------------------- farm home of Alex Nenonen in East' »«»«••& ! McOORMicK-Deering plow for ,.U.
and has to be replaced.
1 dltlonal lines'five cents each for on» 1 scn >p, spring tooth harrow, single horse
Tn spite of the bad weather Sun Waldoboro Sunday night, with a ! time. 10 centa for three times Five ! cultivator. 2 horse roller, electric pump.
! email words to a Uno.
! > \ p. with 500 «al tank.In Perfect
day the Baptist enlLstment commit- lass of $3000. partially covered by
— condition
R E KOCHS Tel 977-W
47-4#
Insurance.
j tee got a flying start ln their camMpec
Mr. and Mrs. Nenonen were eating
. paign. and the response was gratitouring car for Hale; fine condition;
mileage 16.009. one tan robe plaid
i tying. The drive will be completed supper when they discovered that
back covert cloth; autographic Kodak.
No 2A postcard Mae picture?*, a bar
the roof was ablaze. They had time
this week.
gain
E C ST CLAIR AMESBURY
Trustees of the Warren Academy to remove only a small part of their
___
47-49
IRISH setter loat. Answer* to name HILL. Rockport
held the annual meeting Wednesday household effects before the building of "Teddy Finder please PHONE 1010. REAL Estate for Rale, farms, houses
49-51 I and wood lots; also apartments and
at the library. Officers elected were; was a mass of flames which con Rockland
WIIsLIAM AfUiERSON,
NOTICE Is hereby given of the lots houses.. to let
George Walker, moderator: Sidney sumed the structure in short order. of deposit hook numbered 37851 and W st Me“clow Bd Rockland Kl 23-W
47*52
Ccpeland. re-elected secretary-treas The local and Waldoboro fire de the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the pro
BROODER stove; 2 one gal drinking
urer John L. Teague and Curtis C. partments were called but lack of vision of the State Law ROCKLAND fountains; outdoor range; Chevrole
let
BANK bv Edward J Helllcr. stake bodv. 8x9 ft for I1,-ton truck,
Starrett were elected tnistees to fill water, except what was in a well, SAVINGS
Treas Rockland Me April 23. 1940
good condition
KENNETH KNIGHT.
49* r 55 Rockport
47’49
vacancies. The sum of $225 was prevented the saving of the home.
GLFNWOOD C .love lor sale, good
voted for aid of the High School.
The bam in the windward 150 feet
condition also wardrobe M1SB ANNE
The convention of District 9 of was showered with sparks, but did
FUNT, 88 Summer Bt . Tel 151-J 49-51
I TWENTY-flve horses lor sale, weight
Women s Clubs will be held May 3 not catch due to the vigilance cf the
| 900-1600. *50 up. Easy terms Trade to
at the Congregational Church. firemen.
stock
WTIJ JAM HALL. Whitefield
Me Tel 17 11______________________ 44*41
Boothbay Harbor. The speaker will
As a precautionary measure, the
BRECKS tested seeds for sale H H
OLD glass dishes, goblets, vases
be Mrs. Leah Emerson, vice presi live stock, consisting of two cows,
lamps, oval frames wanted
ANNA CRIE CO 238 Main St Rockland 45-tf
three
heifers
and
a
horse,
werc
re

dent of the Maine Federation, and
GO.vDON_ 6 Tea St . Tel 1012-W 48-50
42-ACRE farm for sale, early land;
BIC?CLE wanted: second hand side 15 acres In good cultivation: wood lot;
the medal award for the most out moved from the bam Mr Nenonen
seven-room
house, large barn
TEL
walk bike in good condition
Also
42«S3
standing club woman of the district had completely remodeled hls home large size doll carriage Write 'M K Camden 576 or 2571
care The Courier-Gazette
49-51
DARK loam for sale *2 load del In
will be made to MTs. Maude Clark two years ago.
SECOND-hand sale wanted about 3 Rockland and Thomaston For flowers
Gay of Waldoboro, a past president
WILLIAM
ft square by 4 It tall R E ESTES and lawns
_.
_ , „ ANDERSON
47*52
$55
4# It I
Meadow Rd . Tel 23 W
of the Maine Federation. The pag PAGE CLINT BOWLEY!
BUSINESS Opportunity -Well known .J*
of bees for sale
MRS
eant. "Progress of Women" will be
A fish hawk which had failed to company 45 years old. ls looking fOr FRANK STUDLEY. Thomaston, house
presented by the Monday Club of get a good grip on hls prey dropped someone with a little capital to act side ot Oyster River, Warren road 33-tf
dealer for their product for Rockdry mted hard wood for aale. *10:
Boothbay Harbor The session will an Atlantic sea salmon ln the midst as
land Thomaston Warren. Union, we junks loug soft wood slabs kindling
stock
the
product
with
radio
and
t
J CARROLL. Warren. Tel.' Rockland
open at 10.30, and luncheon will be of a group of men working on a direct mall advertising; Is very attrac- 263-21
40 tf
served at a reasonable charge. The WPA job on the old County Road tlve to right party as we will give him I ———. _—-— ------- ----------------------------franchise of entire territory
Write I D 8: H hard coal, egg. stove, nut
local club will furnish one number Saturday. No one knew what to call answer to A B ' care The Courier *14.50 per ton. del Houaebold soft coal
47*49 88 per ton, del Lumpy new River soft
on the program. Mrs. Herbert A It but Spencer A. Gay. who has had Gazette
MIDDLE-aged man wanted lor light | yckett m" b“ ai C. O PERRY; $19 Male
Emmons, pianist. Members plan
good deal of experience as a farm
work, one wanting good home 1
qyj
40-tf
ning from the local club to attend, guide named it. It was an Atlan rather than high wages must be good
dry milker References G L D West I HARD wood per foot, fitted 81.25
will notify Mrs. Simmons as early tic sea salmon. More than that it Neck. Nobleboro. Me
47*52 I Sawed, tl 15. long. (1 05 M B b C. O
I while the fourth ls used for state
PERRY Tel 487
40 tf
HIGH School girl wanted for studio
! JOEL McCREA is personable, six- as posstible that she may inform develops that these fish are abund
ceremonies and receptions.
RCCKIAND PHOTO STUDIO j
foot-two and the chief masculine ! Mrs. Carlisle of the number to at ant ln the river and have been for work
439 Main St
47*49 M************k
“These palaces occupy four sides interest in half a hundred feature
some years. This specimen wa,
FURNITURE wanted to upholster ♦
___________
•
of the octagonal Amalienborg film productions. So popular is he tend.
lor and delivered
T J FLEM ' 4
The Jolly Juniors will meet Wed only 17*4 inches long and weighed a called
Square,
with
streets
passing
through
with
producers,
directors
and
ING.
19
Birch
St
Tet
212-WK
40*42-tf
(THE AGENCY OF SERVICE)
i-.
nesday afternoon at the Baptist pound and three quarters. The
<•»
****
417 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL 1042-W
Damariscotta
River
may
soon
rival
parsonage.
with the bronze equestrian statue
Again it’s RKO Radio’s turn,
THREE-room apt comfortably fur
46T52
Mrs. Willard Hall .Newton. Mass, Bangor Pool as a resort for spring
nished with toilet. Inquire 12 Knox 8t
of Frederick V. who planned the and McCrea is cast opposite GinTEL 156-W
41.tf
is at her home here. Mr. Hall Is re salmon fishermen.
palaces. sheering the traffic in the SerRogers in Primrose Path
APARTMENT to let. furnished and
FQUITVBLE FIRE A MARINE
PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON
produced and directed by Gregory covering from a serious illness.
heated at 14 MASONIC ST
40*51
INSURANCE COMPANY
INSl KANCE COMPANY
center
La Cava. The RKO Radio lot is
Chicks "stand the gaff"
Providence, R. I.
Providence. R I.
The annual parent supper given
FOUR-room apt to let; all modern,
Westing house research metallur ofCLEMENTS
"The
'capitol'
where
the
Rigsdag
the
scene
of
many
of
McCrea
’
s
heavy
profitable
production
became
ASSETS
DEC
-31.
1939
uniuinisned. aauits only. 48 Grace St
ASSETS. DBC 31, 1939
Mortgage Loans.
37 500 00 °r parliament meets is the Chris- £n,cst ®"een performances “The Friday at the Montgomery rooms gists have developed an eight-metal they have years of finest breeding be TEL 133___________________________ 49-If
Real Estate,
12*997 673 47 8Uw?k' ‘•nd Honda
hind thrm
Customers report excel
5
800
834
00
.
Silver
Horde,
Born
to
Love,
bv
the
HaDov-Ko-luckies
4-H
Club
Stocks and Bonds.
THREE-room furnished apartmen',.
■ iisTn? ii c»“h
°®co and Banks,
' >25 no 95 tiansborg Palace,originally built
.«rhe Lost squadron - -Bird of
a " Z I X members ‘a alloy whlc hils stronger than steel lent results. You can get them too
Cash in Office and Bank.
5 057 3« m AKenw Balances.
Pullet chicks In all breeds. Write fot suitable for couple Inquire, 49 Brew
“
fy#
5«
1733-1745.
but
twice
destroyed
by
Paradise,
”
“
The
Most
Dangerous
uas
attended
30
members
and
at
a
temperature
of
2812
degrees
F
Agents Balances.
48*50
1 057 van an Bills Receivable.
free complete catalog
CLEMENTS ster St . or TEL 37-W
Bills Receivable.
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport
c-c 40
in Interest and Rents,
31.285 19 fire Thepresent palace where the Game,” “Rockabye.” “Sport Pa- parents. Mrs.Helen Borneman aidFTVE-room house to let. lights, fur
31 676
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets.
Me
66.357
32
nace
61
Rankin
St..
TEL.
239-R
49 51
“
rade,” “Our Betters," “Bed of ed in the serving, working with the
73.785 13
AU other Assets.
$7.4l’k2O5 oo SUPrC,r'e C°Urt °f JUStiCe ak° SiU- Roses.” “The Silver Cord.” “One
GARAOE for 25 cars to let on Park
»
’
»•««
’
>}
»
DrdScTTt^not
admitted.'
local leaders, Mrs. Bertha Drewett
Gross Assets,
St . DAVID RXtBENSTETN. Tel 1285
74.537 40 was greeted in the twentieth cen- Man’s Journey” and “Chance at
Deduct items not admitted.
122.431 61
_____________________________________ 47-40
Heaven.” His interest in picture.' and Mrs. Mary Moore. The menu
It
houses
many
art
objects
$7
344.687
8O
'
tUry
’
Admitted Assets.
COTrAOE of six rooms for sale or
iates
from
the
time
when,
as
a
featured
escalloped
potatoes,
carrot
Admitted.
SIS 496 380 37
LIABILITIES DBC 31 1939
and curios, and is on the site of .
.
. . ... .
j to let for season at Bayside Electricity,
Net Unpaid Losses.
$14500235 ..
, . «
,
tow-headed kid he was pressec and cabbage salad, cold sliced ham
IN
hath, hot and cold water; fine view of
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1939
Unearned Premiums.
1.053 119 40 I the citys first fortifications set up into service to ride a horse in $
bay; golf and yacht club W S R 50
BANJO
Net Unpaid Losses.
$802,430 99 All other Liabilities.
bread and butter, cake and coffee Without Calomel—And You’ll Jiang Oul of
Temple St . Reading Max.-________ 47*50
Unearned Premiums.
4.596 157 35 Cash Capital.
l ooo ooo oo by Bishop Abtelon.founder, in the mob scene and was paid five dolGUITAR
Bed
in
tho
Morning
Rarin'
le
Co
All other Liabilities.
682 915 70 Surplus over all Liabilities,
HARDWARE store for sale or to let,
lars for it Those were the day: and showed the girls' ability in pre
5
065
730
33
12th
century.
MANDOLIN
The liver should pour out two pints of
Cash Capital.
3 000.000 00
with fixtures, shelves etc F M TIB
when Ruth Roland, queen of se
Surplus over all Liabilities. 6.414.876 33
BETTS. 18 Washington St.. Camden
“The rampart and moat which rial stars, was making thrillers paring a meal. Miss Lucinda Rich, liquid bile Into your bowela dally. If thia
Total Liabilities and
bile ia not flowing freely, your food may
_____________________________________48-tf
Surplus.________
$7,344,887 80
EDDIE SMALL
surrounded the city are now marked Years passed and Joel graduated county club agent, gave a short not digest It may Just decay la the bowela.
Total Liabilities and
,
POl’R-room apartment with bath to
NATIONAL SURETY CORPORATION
Gas
bloats
up
your
stomach.
You
get
consti

*15.496 380 37
Surplus.
talk
on
community
service
and
on
let; also kitchenette apartment; both
only by the boulevards and parks rrom Hollywood high school anc
New York. N Y.
pated. You feel sour, sunk and tha world
furnished V F. STUDLEY. 77 Park St,
Pomona college where he starrec 'clean-up day scheduled for May 4 looks punk.
ASSETS. DBC’ 31. 1939
$718 950 79 lhat rePIaced them, and it has been in football, discus-throwing
Tel 330 or 1154____________________ 4d-tf
R^al Estate.
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
AMFRICAN EAGLE FIRE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Mortgage Loans.
187 boo oo said that Denmark's greatest de- swimming, track and every othef Eleanor Fales and Patricia Moody, Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile
INSURANCE COMPANY
FTVE-room house to .let on Broadway
Stocks and Bonds.
flowing freely to make you feel "up and
395 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME. Place; all modern Apply ERNEST G
80 Malden Lane. New York City, N. Y
3.097.419 44 fense has been her diplomatic al- type of athletics. After school gave a demonstration on sandwich up. Amasing In making bile flow freely.
C-sh ln Office and Bank.
DAVIS 294 Broadway______________ 48-tf
TEL.
708
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1939
days his first real chance camt making, and Evelyn Smith and Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by name.
Agents' Balances
' h5 517 ^ ' llances, largely effected through
TWO-room furnished apartments to
Real Estate.
$3 120.213 37 Interest and Rents.
10* and 2Sf. Stubbornly refuse anything elaa.
when he was cast opposite
let: lights, heat; *5 and 86 week FOSS
Mortgage Loans.
16.500 00 All other Assets.
H8.759 66 | marital bonds. Christian X. who Miriam Hopkins in “The Richest Madeleine Haskell, a demonstration
HOUSE
77 Park St . Tel 330
39-tf
Stocks and Bonds.
12 645.738 00
on accurate measurements. Other
Cash in office and Bank
1.979.775 81
Oross Assets.
$26 817 208 031 ascended the throne In 1912, was Girl in the World.” This picture
UNFURNISHED apartment to let 1>1
Agents Balances.
51^ 483 67 Deduct Items not admitted. 1.413.968 82 considered bv Bismarck the dev- □roved to be the first of five in numbers were: Vocal duet, "Play
629-M ELLA COLLINS 25 North Main
Bills Receivable
I which he appeared opposite Mis: mates”, by 'Lois and Mary Norwood,
S’
40-tf
Interest and Rents,
27.304 50
Admitted.
$25 401.241 21 erest man in Europe
1 Hopkins—the other being “BarUNFURNISHED hexted apanment to
All other Assets.
10.501 38
LIABILITIES DBC’ 31. 1939
accompanist,
Ann
Norwood;
quar

let st 25 Grove St. four large, sunny
Net Unpaid Loste*.
‘^Situated on the eastern shore of jary Coast,” “Splendor,” “These
$3,813 749 66
5
rooms, continuous hot water
37 tf
3
Gross Assets.
$18,324,197 85 Unearned Premiums.
8
7
2
7
10
6
Three,” and “W o m a n Chases tet. "The Singing Hills' and "When
i 940 070 70 the island of Zealand and a porDeduct Items not admitted
41.740 94 All other Liabilities.
heated apt to let all modern Oood
Man.’’ Joel as a youth was de You Wish lUpon a Star’, by Mary
------------------ Cash Capital.
location Apply the MEN'S SHOP. Main
252 22
t,on of the smaller island of Ama- termined to follow in the stirrups
Admitted.
$18,282 456 91 Surplus over all Liabilities. ?1.550,949
69
IX
Bt cor Park__________
33 tf
13
II
ger. Copenhagen, by virtue of the of his favorite star, William S. Ludwig, Oloria Haskell, Elizabeth
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1939
ROOMS
to
let
at
15
Orove
St.
Tel
Total Liabilities and
Kenniston
and
Ann
Norwood,
their
Hart However, the young actor’s
Net Unpaid Lo**»es.
$711,695 71
Surplus,
579-W MRS nORA COLUN8
40-t.f
$25.401 241 21 channel between the two islands,
li
tcreen career has failed in being accompanist. Miss Christine Jones.
is
2.974.290 54
Unearned Premiums,
17
H
has the largest harbor on the Bal- jattemed after the great Western
UNITED STATES BRANCH
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
All other Liabilities,
418 100 00
modern A|pply at Oamden and Rock
The degree was conferred on Mr
W
1 000 000 00 IHE PALATINE INSURANCE CO. I.TD. tic. Almost a third of Denmark ls ttar. Rut in his private life he has
Cash Capital.
London, England
, land Water
40-f
TEL 634
Surpiux over all Llabtltttex, 13.178.370 66
19
20
21
21
ASSIZES. DEC 31. 1939
IB
insular, which partly explains the 'ollowed Hart’s path to a great and Mrs. Uno J. Laiho Friday night
FURNISHED rooms to let
desir
Mortgage
Loans.
(Partici

;xtent
A
lover
of
outdoors,
he
at
the
Stated
meeting
of
Ivy
Chap

Total Liabilities and
able location
MRS A. C. JONHS. 5
w
SW
*34.525 881300 tons of fish brought to Copen
pation Ctfs.L
♦18.282,456 91
Surplus.
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 576
128-0
nviis and operates a 1,000-acre ter, OES Forty visitors were pres
i 26
Stocks and Bonds,
25
23
hagen
’
s
wharves
each
day
by
the
rattle
ranch
near
Moorpark
in
Cash ln Office and Bank,
iw
ent, among them several from Cam
Agents Balances.
?? fishing fleet of more than 15.000 th- San Fernando Valley—wnere
TIIE AUTOMOBILE INS. I O
Bills Receivable.
4.291 16
OF HARTFORD. CONN.
ie spends most of his "between den, Waldoboro, Union, Rockport
2.8
29
27
Interest and Rents,
19.561 17 vessels.
♦
pictures” riding herd with his Washington, Thomaston and Vinal
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1939
All other Assets.
32.581 46
I ♦
“
Almost
a
fourth
of
the
Danish
lowboys.
That
love
for
the
range
*69 912 74
Real Estate.
30
Gross Assets.
$3,407,266 14 population live in Copenhagen, an s hereditary, for Joel is a des- haven. Soloist was Mrs. Carrie But
Mortgage Izians.
38.947 51
Deduct items not admitted, 266.961 68
Bends A: Stocks (Book
ler. Program numbers were read
22 804 999 85
extremely gay city dominated by’ •endant of a pioneer California
Value!.
' IAWNMOWERB. sharpened and re
’amilY. His maternal grandfather. ings by Miss Eda St. Clair, and
Admitted.
$3,140,304 46
2,996.503 29
I paired, called for slid delivered
Tel
Gash ln Office and Bank
3L
35
37
31
32 3T"
dining-out
apartment
dwellers. Major Albert Whipple, traveled
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1939
Agents' Balances,
2.334 608 50
205 H H CRIE GO 328 Main St 45 tf
piano selections by Dr. Judson P.
49.587 05 Net Unpaid Losses
Bills Receivable,
w
997 366 (5'N*ne,-V Percent of lts population of westward with the 49-ers in a
1 OLD Weak Over 40? Men. Women.
94 454 05 Unearned Premiums.
Interest and Renta,
36
wl
covered wagon and established ! Lord. Supper was served the tables
39
VO
73 year-old Doctor writes: “I took Os194.196 16 AH other Liabilities,
All other Assets,
69 943 30 855.000 live in apartments, most of
trex tablets Results fine " Peps up
________ Statutory Deposit.
400.000 oo
one of San Francisco’s first decorated in patriotic colors ap
|
bodies lacking Vitamin BL Iron, cal*28.583,209 15 Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.596.387 13 whom ride to work on the capital's hotels. His paternal grandfather.
Gross Assets.
'
ctum phosphorus Oet 35c size today.
propriate
to
the
holiday.
VS
Deduct Items not Admitted. 1,132.633 84
400.000
bicycles.
Thc
country
has
Major
John
McCrea,
fought
First package satisfies or maker refunds
Total Liabilities and
The Ann Hasseltine Guild will
' low price Call, write C II. MOOR A
Surplus.
$3,140,304 46 a whole system of cycle roads from Apaehe Indians and drove stage
•Admitted.
$27,450,575 31
I CO_________________________________ 40*52
i W7
coaches with “six up” with Gen- meet tonight at the home of Miss
IMPERIAL ASSURANCE CO.
V8
5T>
W9
Wb
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1939
which both motor vehicles and pe eiai Phineas Banning.
> CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
55 Fifth Ave. New York. N. Y.
Ella
Simmons
for
supper.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,927,701 80
dependable hauling waste and ashea
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1939
destrians are barred.
Unearned Premiums,
ARTHUR ADOI PHSEN Tel 1399 1 4-tf
?? Stacks and Bonds,
Overnight
guests
Friday
of
Mr.
S3
5W
5X
All other Liabilities.
fl
231.328 55
Copenhagen claims to spend
! 2??
21 Cash ln Office and Bank
WASTE and ashes removed reason
Contlnegncy Reserve.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Cunningham
2222
222
22
Agents' Balances,
able rates, dependable service
STAN
’? °66 16 more 0,1 amusement per capita than
•
5 552 222 2? BlllM Receivable
1
,
HALL.
Tel 311 or call at HaU’a service
were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Somes
Surplus over all Liabilities 8,617.287 45 interest and Rents,
56
30.117 is any city in Europe, a claim seem55
station. Main and Winter Sts
«(l-tf
. , ., .
All other Assets,
110.263 59 ,
.
and Edwin Webster of Mt. Desert.
Total Liabilities and
ingly supported by the numerous
VINALHAVEN
AND
Suiplus,
$27,450,575 31
Gross Assets.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear of East
*4.281.100 51
INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
•Bonds not ln default are carried at Deduct Items not admitted
71,161 43 cafes, music halls, cabarets and
ROCKLAND
OF NORTH AMERICA
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
Union were visitors Sunday after
HORIZONTAL
amortized values; bonds ln default
theaters,
the
opera
and
the
yearPhiladelphia. Penn
and stocks are carried at market values
Admitted.
$4.209 939 08
11-Elevate
1-Aaperae
42Direct
noon
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
IL.
ASSETS
DEC 31, 1939
STEAMBOAT
CO.
except stocks of affiliated Companies
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
round circus. 'Tivoli' is a Coney
13-Made a mistake
43- Eagles
6-A cup (Fr.)
*25 876.727 83
Stocks
and
Ronds.
which are carried at their own book
Unpaid Losses.
Kenniston's.
19-To
sink
In
the
middle
ROCKLAND,
ME.
45Small
lump
of
butter
11Wlthdraw
from
3.610 1 36 94
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank.
value.
976T21 93 Island occupying 20 acres in the
Unearned Premiums,
2 141.727 29
Agents'
Balances.
21Native
of
Italy
46South
latitude
The
mid-week
prayer
service
will
action
All other Liabilities,
150.141 84 heart of the city and often enter

In Everybody’s Column

♦LOST AND FOUND?

WANTED

ARTHUR L. ORNE, INC.

TO LET

•EGGS AND CHICKS!
« «. *************

WAKE UP YOUR

INSTRUCTION

LIVER BILE-

Maine Music Co.

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

J

MISCELLANEOUS !

NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS
INSURANCE COMPANY
90 John St.. New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1939
Mortgage Loans.
*52.405 00
6.752,476 40
Stock* and Bonds
1.287.220 30
Cash in Office and Bank
636.736 01
Agents' Balances.
29,432 83
Bills Receivable.
38.602 65
Interest and Rents,
277.449 59
All other Assets,
—4---------*9.074 322 78
Gross Assets,
377,372 00
Deduct Items not admitted

1.000.000 oo
Cash Capital,
6urplus over all Liabilities, 1.999.104 31
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

*4.209,939 08

CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Andover. Mass.

ASSETS. DEC 31, 1939
Mortgage Loans,
Stocks and Bonds.

Cash In Oflice and Bank,
Agents Balances.
Interest and Rents,

*75.926 40

246.985 73

—<---------------Gross Assets,
*860.316 29
*8 696.950 78 Deduct Items not admitted.
4.242 74

Admitted,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1939
Net Unpaid Losses.
*183 786 48
Unearned Premiums.
1.051.280 88
All other Liabilities.
296.242 21
Cash Capital
2,000.000 00
Surplus over'all Liabilities. 5.165.641 21

Total Liabilities and
{Surplus

*8 696 950 78

Admitted.
$856,073 55
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
$13 879 56
Net Unpaid Losses,
475.124 29
Unearned Premluma,
All other Liabilities,
Surplus over all Liabilities, 351977 89

Total LlabUltles and

Surplus,

tains as many as 50.000 in one night.
"With all its night life, It Is a
city of early risers. The daily mar
ket on a huge square in Copen
hagen operates from daybreak un
til nine o’clock. By ten o'clock the
stalls and booths have disappeared
Children must be at school by 8
o'clock, summer and winter, and
5 o’clock is the hour of the evening
dinner.”

The longest telephone call possible lnside the United States Is
-— -------- J from Bath, Me., to Bay, Calif., about
*856 073 55 4000 miles as the wires are strung.

Service To:

Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

(Answer To Previous Puzzle)

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
730 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv.1.30
117-tf

aa im
I
[JIB

BGS
e N QB
|a

°|T

12- Like the Alpe
14- Near by
15- Noite
16- Graaey meadow
17- Treaaurer (abbr.)
1S-Pronoun
20-Magietrate of
ancient Rome
22-A title
23~A line of juncture
25- Pig-pen
26- Attention
27- Unit of work In
terms of heat
29- Drugged
30- To reform
31- To negotiate
34-Plaguea
38- Tum over and over
39- Swlaa river

41-Te weary

22- Weaken
24-Ethical
26-Heavenly body hav
ing a luminous tail
2S~Snare
29-Sag
31- Rubbieh
32- Rendered muddy
33- A shade tree
VERTICAL
35- Taste
36- Exchanges
1- A written message
37- Bristle (Surg.)
2- Pronoun
39-Ascended
3- Command
40- Repulte
4- Large lake
43-Greek god of love
5- Allowt for
44- Bargain
temporary nee
47-Fasten
6- 8core
7- To the sheltered tide 49-Set of the waves
52-The (Fr.)
S-Mineral spring
54-Vlce-Preeldent
9- Muelcal note

(abbr.)
47- ln behalf of
48- A dance
50- Act
51- Greek sun-god
53-A number
55- Compaet
56- Jumpe

10- The whole

(abbr.)

Interest and Rents.
All other Asset-s,

109 388 62
1 372.217 98

*33 110.198 66
Gross Assets.
423,038 42
Deduct Items not admitted
$32,687 160
Admitted.
1939
LIABILITIES. DEC 31.
I
$12,734,163
Net Unpaid Losses,
6.720
093
Unearned Premiums,
3.232 904
All other Liabilities,
2.500.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities 7.500,000
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

24

00
00
24
00
00

*32 687.160 24
43-T -49

The only letter which does not
occur in the names of the States,
their capitals, or the surnames of
the Presidents of the United States
1-. “Q ’’
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Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

STONINGTON

Page Five

Happy Hope Farm

The Oslo Fjord

The Calendar Club meets this
month with Mrs. Katherine Cleve
Sympathy For Othera
Scene of the Recent
land.
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
Comes
From
a
Sick
German Raid and Focal
Mrs. Everett Gross passed Fri
to her informative talk Mondav, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Correspondent
Woman
—
Wondering
Point of Modern Battles
day with her sister Mrs. Susie
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSII, and WLBZ.
At
Lazarus
Cousins.
A severe storm of snow and sleet
"Oslo Fjord, where Norwegian
Joseph Martineau. who has been
lasted throughout Sunday.
shore batteries at first turned back
Julian Meade ln “Bouquets and f Wipe chickens carefully and cut Editor of Thc Courier-Oazette—
boarding at the Richards' House,
Miss Prances MacArthur of Bos- '
Fog and clouds Saturday morn- German warships, winds north
Bitters’’ quotes Dorothy Canfield them into serving pieces. Cover
has moved with his family to the
ton ls guest of Mrs. Ernest Mac
Fisher in some comment he says with boiling water, add onion and ing but so much lovely sunshine ward frem the Skagerrak for
Goss apartments.
miles, a bulletin from the Washintosh.
he'd like to shout all over America simmer 30 minutes. Remove from
Mrs. Vivian Lufkin passed the and, because we agree so devoutly liquor and drain dry. Brown in fat yesterday. we shouldn't complain.',^ D c hpadquartprs of thp
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf was in
weekend at Sunset.
says. Its
we'll add our feeble shout in this, and place in casserole. Melt but- Mi S. wasworking on the roof of National Geographic
Rockland Saturday to meet Capt.
the
building
where
we
want
tc
put
entrance
is
opposite
the
extreme
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
DeBona
of
neck of the woods. Dorothy Can- ter. blend in flour and add strained
Oreenleaf on his return from Mi
our chicks.
They are getting too northernpoint of Denmark,
North
Jay
have
arrived
for
the
sumt\eld
Fisher
is
speaking
about
garchicken
broth.
Cook
over
low
heat
ami, Fla.
smelly for our front"The German raid
recall«'d »*•>--»
mtr. Mr. DeBona is employed at dening but what she says applies' until thickened and smooth, stir- large and
Mrs. Lillian York has returned to
rcom. Wee little fluffy babies wero the fjord was the scene of battle
the
McGuire
quarry.
to half a dozen other pursuits be- ring constantly. Add seasoning to
North Haven, having visited her
all right.
between Viking and English ships
Mrs. Florence Stinson has re sides gardening that women take taste, then olives and capers. Stir
mother Mrs. Hattie Coombs.
Mr 8. put a cushion out for me whfn Knut’s legions invaded Norturned to Oceanville after passing so seriously they lose all the fun j well and pour over chicken. Cover W lie down on and I enjoyed the sun *^tuddpd
Mr. and Mrs Wilfred Nickerson
wtth islands
and
the winter with her sister Mrs. . . . entertaining, bringing up child- casserole and bake in a moderate
and daughter Evelyn who have been
so
much.
It
seems
to
me
the
sun
Is
nanked
with
villages
nnd
towns,
ren, arranging flowers for instance, oven (350 degrees F.) 30 minutes.
Lillian Eaton.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Car
one of God's greatest gifts to man, the fjord Is framed in low woodver returned Saturday to Everett,
I Rockbound Rebekah Lodge in a Anyway, her words are worth pon- | Yield: 6 portions.
for wliat a gloomy world it would ed hills here and there sweeping
I Cauliflow er and Green Pepper Salad
Mass.
body will attend morning service dering
lx* without its beneficent, healing UP from fer,lle valleys. Numerous
“I ve been more and more troubled
' CUP shredded raw cauliflower
rg..s j
'
, vacation spots along thc shore lure
Tiie (Night-Hawks and their hus
April 28 at the Methodist Church.
' ‘'
j Oslo workers during the summer
bands enjoyed a supper Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Hatch, who about all the things that used to' 's-cup diced celery
We were sorry to hear of the ill- mOnths. The towns of Tonsberg
Lee Shore Country Club after which
occupied George Webb's house dur- be done for fun. The professional 3 tablespoons minced green pep- ness of Brother MacDonald of the [and Sandefjord have long been the
a social evening was passed at the
ing the winter, have moved to their if-it's-worth-doing-it's-worth-doing- P®r
First Baptist Church and wish him home ports of great whaling fleets
home at Oceanville.
| well spirit seems to be easting a 2 tablespoons chopped sweet
home of Mr and Mrs. Leon Arey.
a pleasant vacation and speedy re that have pushed Norwegian in
j Evra Conway and George Oray sallow light on avocations. Besides pMde
Mr. and Mrs Irvcn Stone and
covery. There have been so many dustry far Into Antarctic waters.
Narrows to One Mile
of Vinalhaven and Frank Roswell ; gardening, one of the avocations j Dash of salt
son Douglas of North Haven, were
ill, so many deaths among acquaint
"About halfway up the fjord the
of Concord, N. H;, are employed which, to my mind, has been pulled t 'i-cup French dressing
weekend guests of Mrs. Stone's sis
ances.
flanking hills are less than one
at
the
quarry
here
and
are
board-1
up
f
ar
too
tautly
by
tiie
do-lt-better
Shredded
lettuce
ter Miss Beulah Oilchrist.
Again quoting from "Tiie Upper mile apart. Here on an island Is
ing at the Richards house.
I spirit is skiing. We've skied up in Tomato sections
Union Church Circle will serve
Room" from Che text. "He whom seated Forl Oskarsborg. onc of
Charles Robinson and Donald Vermont peacefully, happily for Combine all the ingredients ex- thou lovest ls sick," John 11-8. the principal guardians of Oslo.
supper at the vestry Thursday at
“Above this narrow passage thc
Gross recently went to New York years, so I really should know cePt tiie lettuce and tomatoes and "What a strange statement, ‘’He
530
to join their yachts.
something about It. I'm perfectly 'chill half an hour Place on salad whom thou lovest Is sick?” Wc fjord broadens and. behind nu
Union Church prayer meeting will
merous islands. Oslo, a city of
Bert Tracy and Marcel Daudlin aghast at the tensity and frenzy to Pla,es on nest of shredded lettuce, would like to have it read,
be held in the church parlor to
"He 253.OCO sweep"-, from the water's
have employment at a boys' camp which skiing ls being carried by the' garnish with tomato sections and whem thou lovest is well." We edge up the sides of low hills. OAo
night.
in Nichols, Conn.
j present-day fad. People agonize sene with Cains Mayonnaise Six wonder why a good man should be was founded here by a royal skier.
Max Conway will leave April 33
King Harald HaardraAde and the
Florence Mixer was recent guest J over thelr mistakes. They kill salads.
to accept the position of steward on
sick, forced to endure suffering Norwegian capital has since re
j
Blackberry
Jam
De
I
uxe
of
Edith
Robinson.
yacht Stella owned by George Lewis
themselves, sometimes literally, to
when so many others are well. In tained its popularity as a skiing
Genevieve Warren and Norma impr0VP their technique.
You 1 No. 2 can blackberries
of Isleboro.
•
stead we would naturally think that resort Nansen, the explorer, who
1 No. 2 can crushed pineapple
J Tewksbury are home Irom MCI. [ know, of course, what all this has
Mr and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow
The Baptist Church at North Haven, before it was remodeled,
It should be said of the good man was the first to ski across Green
land, conditioned htm: elf on the
1 cup sweetened applesauce
for the spring vacation.
have moved from the Carlon apart- [
Photo loaned by Mrs. Winifred Ames,
to do with gardening."
that he was well, happy, prosperous. hills
near Oslo. 8o did Amundsen
Boll fruits together for lt» hours However this is not always the case.
Carl Morey recently visited Wal
ment on Granite street to the home
—— — —
That “sallow light' is cast on
who reached the "South Pole.
ot
until
desired
thickness
Is
reached.
ter
Rich
at
Lsle
aut
Haut.
of Mrs. Winslow's parents Capt. and Mass, arrived Friday, called by the A
Yah A GardpiWP^
As with Lazarus—and hls sisters,
"Of King Hanrdraade's old city
other activities by the competitive |
death of hu uncle, Arthur Shelden.
*UUn VJdlUCHCi .
Thomas Barbour of Bass Harbor
Turn into scalded glasses and cover many good people suffer.
Mrs Almond Miller.
only a church or two and the 13th
“do-it-better ’ spirit. Some hoswas recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
with paraffin. Approximate yield
Mr and Mrs. Geory Swears and Mrs , mian Julian
Suffering awakes in many of us century Akershus fortress remain.
tesses can t have a few friends in
H
If
Not,
Know
That
It
Is
Today modem buildings form the
Jaek
McNevins.
daughter Monica have moved to ( NfWs hgs
receivcd of ,he
a sense of need and brings us closer citys skyline with the new City
for tea or dinner without agonizing j pints jam.
Oeorge Donnelly is employed at
MENU
a Profitable Way of
the % Charles Libby residence on dra,h of uuian w|dow of Harry
lo
Ood.
Suffering
gives
thc
in

over the etiquette, the menu and I
Hall, the Royal Palace, the Stort
Breakfast
Point Lookout, Isle au Haut.
Earning and Saving
dividual strength of character ing (Parliamenti. the University
the procedure of the affair till I
Granite street.
_
Julian, which occurred April 14 at
Ate. Margaret McGuffie has reGrapefruit Halves
Miss Mercedes Calderwood of the homp of her daughter Mrs. BenThe individual can no more be and the National Theater, rising
they're too limp to give their guests
Spare-time money making oppor- turned from Boston
Prepared Cereal
North Haven is guest of Mrs. Effie jgmin Bowhav ln stony c™*.
come a great, strong character until above the commercial and indus
a good time or enjoy their own
activity of the capital's
tunities that we read so much
The Percy Shephards went to
Raisin Toast
Anderson.
Conn
life has dealt her blows at him trial
party, which we insist should be
streets. ”
about in advertisements don't hold Portland last week and Mr 8hep•IBlaekberry
Jam
de
(Luxe
Those home from Whitinsville,
than
can
the
sprout
bcome
a
mighty
Mrs. Julian was born in this town a candle to the opportunity for , bard went on from there to New possible.
Coffec
Mass., for the weekend were: Waloak until the acom suffers the
We've met mothers who brought |
daughter of Franklin and I orinda ^ving which is open to everybody York for the yachting season.
Lunch
ter Lyford Donald Poole, Fred i Meservey i Smith
pangs of death. Suffering brings
such “tensity and frenzy" to new
Cora Sturdee is employed at the
Beef Loaf and Brown Gravythe best in us out. If we are to feel
Chilles, Stanley Conway, Donald j Besides her daughter she is sur with a small piece of ground and
ideas of bringing up children that
Lettuce Salad Sandwiches
at home with Him who carries the
Amiro. Malcolm Winslow, Efelyn vived bv two sons. Clinton Julian an Interest in that ever-popular home of Mrs. Katie Jones.
they never stopped to enjoy their
; hobby of gardening, says N. W ' Mr. and Mrs. James G. Thurlow,
Cookies
Why suffer month sfter monthmarks of nails, we must have a few
Roberts. Wendall Coombs. Wflliam Q{
RJver Conn and
try Lydia E. Plnkhsm's Vegetahla
j who were called here by the death youngsters till their offspring made
Tea
scars."
Bruce. Olaf Holmquist. Gust John- Juhan of lNpw Hgven; onp slstpr Ayer & Son. Inc.
Compound TABLETS to help re
good their escape to a more con
"Earn $5 an hour." "Why not of Mrs. Thurlow's father. Capt.
lieve periodic pain with Its nereoue
•Chicken with Amber Sauce
I do not think Lazarus and his
son. Oeorge Vincau and Douglass Mrs Sara BuUpr of
genial environment.
moody spells (This ls because they
have
a
net
saving
of
*300
from
your
Francis
Trundy,
have
returned
to
O.
&
C.
Potato
Sticks
sisters ever suffered (xjverty, be
contain a SPECIAL Ingredient to
Oilchrist.
two grandchfldren and one greatDorothy Canfield Fisher says she
relieve female distress I Plnkham’s
hobbv this summer." Headlines Pequot. Minn.
,
.
Baked Onions
cause Mary was the same Mary
Miss Miriam Greenleaf was hos- grandchiid
Tablets ALSO help build red blood
}
. i
sisi-c
Is sure there are people who would
like
these
might
honestly
be
used:
Mr
and
Mrs.
Richard
Howell,
it
_
,,,
_____
,
j
•Cauliflower
and
thus promote more energy to
who annotnted the Master's feet at
tess to the 4-H Club Thursday night
services and burial were to extol the possible rewards one Miss Lena Morev and Millard An- really like to garden but they are
help you combat functional month
and
Green
Pepper
Salad
the
Pharisee's
home;
and
one
able
at her home. The leader Barbara in gtony Creek
ly dlstreaa. WORTH TRYING!
may reap from a summer garden. 1 derson have returned from Provi scared off by professionals; that
•Lemon Snow
to pay so much for ointment, must
Nutting and assistant leader. Flora
____________
Records show that a woman In dence where the latter took part in she loves beautifully kept gardens
Coflee
have been fairly well to do.
Brown were present.
Missouri netted $362 from a garden
but she mourns over the harassed
Naming California
Congratulations to Mrs. Andrews
two-thirds of an acre in size. Fig- the American Legion regional Ora face of the gardener. “A garden • Recipes given.
Tire Senior Class supper at Union
California got its name from the ,uring valu<s at prPVaUing market torical essay contest on "American
of Camden on her success with her
Church vestry Friday night was
shouldn't
be
a
weapon
to
win
envy
I
.....
.nd .
sPanish explorer Cortez^ who ap- ; pnees. this woman got fresh vege- ism.” The competition was very
poems
w ell attended and a substantial sum piied the name to the bay and the . tabies for table use worth <230; keen
_
__final
__ national fronl other «*ople" ‘Haven t you HANDY WITH TIIE SAW
between the
In closing, I want to ask all
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
was netted
! country, which he supposed to be she canned food worth $80. and contL.,\t Pan-nil Hall Barton
been troubled by the harassed face
Clinton Smith was home from an island. It is the name of an ia- [stored vegetables worth $71. She!
*•
of a hostess, a mother, of someone Items in The Black Cat about friends continued prayers, for I am
Bath over thc holiday guest of hls land in an old Spanish romance spent 71 hours in the garden and Charles C Wood
who let the mechanics of keeping saving wood take me back to my still far Irom normal.
Nancy S. Savage
mother Mrs. Benjamin Smith.
I *hcre a «reat abundance of pre- ) her
seed
only $30.
SheI Charles C. Wood, who died at hishouse obscure
figured
thatcostshewas
received
areturn
her vision of the boyhood days,as that was my
Job
cious stones were found.
George Dyer of Whitinsville,
of alittlemore than $5 for every- ,’ornc
Sau8'ls- Miss., April
15. reasons for which that home ex- Ior manv yews- I still have a set
Calf Skin for Drum Heads
was born at Oceanville Sept. 15. isted?)
of s'eds vt’hlch I made when I was
ihour spent tn the garden
The head of the drum is a section I
I Another Missouri woman
1859.
In
early
manhood
he
was
a
t
Julian
Meade
quotes
another
sage
12
>
ears
old
q lieS
pended only $4.50...
for seeds and carpenter and later moved to < bit that hits home regarding flower "Boze" says he sawed 10 cords of of the hide of a young calf. It is
cured, pulled and dried in the man
den—one-third°ofe an acre-^yle?ded'
and carriw! on a cob- arrangements, this time from an wood for his supper. I made a ner of drum makers lor the kings
fresh vegetables worth $104. canned1 bling shop. He moved to Saugus unnamed friend. "There was a time better trade than that. I sawed one of ancient Egypt, Assyria, India and
PICTURE YOUR PETS
vegetables valued at $43 and stored about 10 years ago
when I enjoyed having flowers in day for a fiddle. My neighbor had Persia—aye, for the high priests of
vegetables worth $37
He was married in 1887 to Jennie my house. But since all my friends one without bow. strings, bridge or Cybele and Bacchus, who swayed
I To realize garden profits of this Haskell of Deer Isle, who died sev- joined this arrangement cult. I’m 1 tailboard, so I made a trade to frenzied Roman worshipers with the
They Air the Only Kind That Are
ecstasy of primordial dances. The
kind, seeds of high quality and a
Safe For Little Babies
willingness to work are. of course, eral years ago He is survived by scared to death to have a vase of saw wood. one da>’ for 11 1 sawed snare end of the cylinder consists of
and Grown-ups
• prime requisites. It is also im two daughters Mary and Alma Wood flowers in sight. The girls can't1 from earl>' morning until dark and thinner calf skin.
They’re the Only Kind That We
[ foiiow suit in a game of bridge for wpnt home as proud as Sousa ever
portant. we are advised by Oordon of Saugus.
Dispense
Prototype of Robinson Crusoe
Morrison, expert of the Ferry Seed
Services were held at the Metho- cutting their eyes around to see was with his band
That's Why We’ve Become a
Breeding
Station,
that
the
gardenThe
little
Scottish
village
of
Lar

E.
H
Philbrlck
<hv. cr/,™- eif.nfinn
churoh
R*v L- s st*P,cs if my flowers are one and a half
Family Institution
er Rive proper attention to growing
go entertains hundreds of visitors
multi-purpose crops like beets,
Interment was In lirnes the height of the container Rockland, April 22.
every year who go to see where
onions and tomatoes—vegetables Greenwood cemetery. Oceanville. i or whatever that foolishness is.”
Alexander Selkirk, the prototype of
I which may be used in a wide vari (’apt. FTaneis M. Trundy
If you're garden-minded you 11 like SPRUCE HEAD
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, was born.
Registered Druggist
ety of ways.
Mr. and "Mrs. Harvey Miller and He has a statue near the harbor,
Capt. Francis M. Trundy died "Bouquets and Bitters."
RANKIN BLOCK. ROCKLAND
Following are the important
and
visitors
may
stay
at
the
Crusoe
Dr and Mrs. Edward Tinney spent
i vegetables in this classification , April € at Sailors' Snug Snug Har- Good I uck Lemon Snow
hotel
1 package Good Luck Lemon
tiie weekend at the Tinney cottage,
and their principal uses:
bor. N. Y. He was bom at Sunshine
'2-cup sugar
Beets—Tops may be eaten as gppt 17, ]8SS
returning Tuesday to Quincy. Mass.
Concrete Boundary Line Marker
greens: roots may be cooked fresh,
1 egg
RADIO REPAIRING
Mr and Mrs. Forrest Maynard
The southwestern corner of Cali- i
Hr is survived by two daughters.
canned, piekled. or stored.
AH makes serviced and recon
'i-cup cold water
and son Calvin and Mr and Mrs. fornia and of the United Stales, !•
1 Onions—Young onions may be Mrs. Nellie Morev of Stonington and
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
2 cups boiling water
Stanley "Maynard of Milton, Mass , defined by a concrete marker, sur tested free of charge. “Swap F"»
eaten green; mature bulbs may be Mrs. Carrie Thurlow of Pequot.,
I
.‘pent the holiday weekend at their rounded by a rust-incrusted fence, Cash” Tickets given
’
i-cup
whipping
cream
fried or stewed, or cooked with Minn; two brothers, George of
which stands on the Mexican-United
other foods: roots may be used in : Stonington and Edward of Sears- ' Put contents of Good Luck Lemon cottage on Spruce Head Island
MAINE MUSIC CO.
States boundary line In San Diego
Frank Winchenbach. Service
making pickle mixtures; tops may _ort. thrpe Krandchndrcn Rath- package into cooking vessel, adding Mr. and Mrs Jasper Chenev and county, a few yards from the water
be used as seasoning; roots may erinc Cleveland of Stonington, Die sugar, cold water and beaten egg two children of Millbridge have been
Dept.
3Th-tf
of the Pacific ocean.
|
be stored.
Tomatoes—Mature fruits may be Alonzo and Scott Thurlow of Pe yolk. Add the boiling water and recent guests of Mr and Mrs. F01I cook until thick. When cool fold rest Cheney.
sliced fresh, or cooked for table quot.
use; mature fruits may also be
Mrs. L. C. Elwell is caring for
Services were held Thursday. Rev [ in the whipped cream and egg
iZaue you AeaW a&xuZ oui
canned, or used in making tomato John Fitzpatrick officiating.
white beaten stiff. (Serve with cus- Mrs. Blanche Waldron in Rockland
Juice or tomato catsup: green to
| tard sauce or whipped cream.
this week.
matoes may be fried, used in mak
Chicken With Amber Sauce
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard of
ing pieklc mixtures, or used as pic NORTH HAVEN
Beverly, Mass., returned home- Mon
2 young frying chickens
filler 1 like mince mcat>; yellow to Croekett-Bevcragr
mato fruits may be used for pre
day after a short visit witli Mrs
I onion
serves as well as for juice or for j At thc Baptist parsonage Friday
Edith Lowe.
II -cup Land O Lakes Butler
A flash bulb, fired Just as the photographer aroused the dog from eleep. table use. Combinations of ripe Bt 2 o'clock, Malcolm 'R. Crockett
Miss Joyce Simmons visited Sat'2-cup flour
captured thia picture. The camera was first set for “time” end the red and yellow tomatoes, incident and Miss Nettie E. Beverage were
[ urday with lier sister, Mrs. David
12 ripe olives
ally,
make
attractive
center
pieces
shutter opened.
united In marriage by th? pastor.
1 Post.
1 tablespoon capers, if desired
for the table.
Rev. Henry Felton Huse. The double
Cabbages—May be used fresh
EW albums contain enough pic above Is a “flash shot.” First, the
ring service was used.
on Electric Water Heaters?
tures of the family pet—the camera waa placed Just the right In salads or slaw; may be cooked
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
dog, kitten, parrot, or whateverdistance from the dog, while he for tabic use, canned as kraut, or
slept under the kitchen stove. The stored
Riitl) Leadbctter Beverage, and the
animal companion you have. How
shutter was set for a time” ex
2??'. in, 8ar^cnll,1g.'. eartienn-s 1 groom is thc son of Selectman John
ever. with a little patience and posure. Then the photographer will profit also by following the
INSTALL YOUR
HEATER
strategy, such shots are not dif turned off the kitchen lights — rules of companion cropping and B. Crockett. Thc bride is a teacher
ficult to get—and they certainly opened the camera shutter—made succession cropping, so as to get in the local grade school.
BOTTLED NATURAL GAS
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett have the
add Interest and variety to your a loud noise to awaken the dog— the highest possible yield from the
now and
In companion best wishes of a host of friends and
picture collection.
and flashed the flash bulb. Then it space available.
For a good picture of thc pet, 1 was necessary merely to close the cropping they plant rows of fast acquaintances.
They will make
you need a large image—and here shutter aud wind the film tor the maturing crops between the rows their home on thc Leadbctter farm
of slower maturing vegetables, and
is where the portrait attachment next shot.
thc earlier vegetables have been on the Crabtree road.
Tiius,
you
see,
you
don
’
t
have
to
comes In. Slip one of these on the
pulled and used before thc later
camera lens, and you can take pic have a cynchronlzer for flash ahota, crops requlrp ,hp ,paC(. wh(<r(.
Australia's 1989-40 wheat crop
tures with a box camera as near as although It's a convenient device. succession and companion cropping
totaled over 210.000 "300 bushels.
3 feet to the subject. Even nearer, Indoors, you can use the flash bulb arc practised, soil must be given
If yours ia a focusing model and In any electric socket. Make sure, applications of manure or commer
ot course, that the light switch is cial fertilizer.
you use the attachment.
Naturally, you’ll pick a moment I in the “oft” position before you inIn succession cropping, thc gar
EXPERT
wlien the pet is quiet. Balt is help-1 flurt the bulb. For flash pictures, dener makes several plantings of
RATE
ful. For example, a saucer of milk i either chrome film or high speed short-season crops, keeping thc
ground
occupied
all
season
long
to tempt the cat. Put the miik in ! Him can be used, but you must
Iho chosen spot, under your photo have the light at the right dis- and maintaining a steady supply of
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
fresh vegetables for thc table. In
NO BAKING FAILURES WITH A PHILGAS RANGE
lights—place the camera exactly ! lance from the subject,
this
same
connection,
it
is
bene

thc right distance away from the
are excellent subjects for
ficial for the grower to have a
qaucer—and as soon as the pet' Indoor shots—and it would be fun,
For more information write or call
knowledeg of vegetable varieties.
takes the bait, you’re ready to this winter, to make a collection of He may then effectively select
RICHARD E. SINCLAIR
shoot. For shots with photo bulbs pictures showing your pet's antics early, mid-season and late-matur
AINE
of the “flood" type, load the cam and activities. No two pictures will ing vegetables and space their 69 NO. MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
^^TEL
51,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
be alike—and their Interest never planting judiciously,’ thus keeping
era with high speed film.
TEL. 440
MPANY
1 T|
47-tf
wanes. Try It and eee.
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Flash bulbs are often a help in
shooting pet pictures. The picture
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the garden ln a productive state
from hettinnlnc to end of season.
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THOMASTON
ft ft ftft
SHIRLEY T. WUJ.IAMS
,
Correspondent

following Ihe Inspection of which a
luncheon of sandwiches, cake and
punch was served. Present were
Mrs. Freeman Roberts who has Mrs Faye Stetson, Mrs. Rodney
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Feyler. Miss Gladys Doherty, Mrs.
Roberts. Lake avenue, has returned Margaret Lakeman and Mrs. Rich
to Vinalhaven.
ard Feyler of Thomaston. Miss
Frances Quint Mrs. Athleen McRae,
At the meeting of Anderson Aux Mrs. Frances McLoon. Mrs. Gladys
iliary, S.U.V. Wednesday night the Esles, Mrs. Ellen Prescott, Mrs.
department president, Genevieve Dorothy Bird. Miss Ella Bradbury,
Whitmore of Bangor, department Miss Phyllis Whitten Mrs. Dorothy
secretary. Ruth Jordan and personal Richardson, Mrs. Hilma Storer. Mrs.
aide Louise Cole were present; also Damage, Mrs. Lola Wil'is, Mrs. E.
Brothers Mullen, Thomas and K. Mills. Mrs. Madeline Richardson,
Shailor. This program was pre-j Mrs Nina McKinney. Miss Louise
sented: Vocal solos. Holy City and McIntosh. Mrs. Virginia Allen. Miss
Sleep Soldier Boy. Sister Pietrosky; Evelyn Willis. Ml.3 V.rginia Willis
remarks, the visiting officers and and Miss Ruth Ward. Others who
Brpther Shailor; recitation by sent gi.’s were unable to attend.
Brother Ed. Mullen and Bert
Thomas and Readings by Sisters
Doris Ames and Stella McRae. Sup
per was served. Mrs. Nellie Achorn.
chairman. The next meeting will
be May 1. with beano in afternoon,
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
Mary Dinsmore chairman and sup
Correspondent
per chairman, Doris Ames.

IN SOCIETY

Pzroclamation

Folksongs, and "Greetings to Fin' land" by R. Pats.
------i Greetings were addressed by
Professionals Appear On Daniel Macintosh, of Appleton.
Program In Warren—
Norman Lilja cf Union sang an ori-

Concert For Finland
Many Awards Made

«inal *ong ln FinnUh' and ,charles

'
_____
1 Salo was master of ceremonies.
The Estonian Ensemble of Boston,' Miss Ella Riutta of North WarTel. 190
presented a concert Saturday night ren was awarded the door prizes A
heifer, as first prize was won by T.
at Glover hall, under auspices of
Mrs. Evelyn Snow a.nd Mrs. :
A. Olson of Union.
Dorothy Lindahl are enroute for 1
the Union-App'.eton committee on
The Finnish doll's name, in a
home, having left 3„rasota. Fla.. '
Finnish Relief.
The musicians , guessing contest, was Luisia Maria,
(T[htrC3S, after substantial reductions of tuberculosis in each
yesterday.
were, Miss Sofia Stumberg, pianist; and the doll was auctioned off, as
New England State there are 3,045 deaths yearly with some
Mrs. Raymond Sprowl of Rock
Mrs. Amanda Juht. soprano vocal were a number of the marine paint
27,400 persons suffering from that disease costing $8,320,643.
land was recent all-day guest of
ings donated by a Cambridge, Mass,
ist; Karl Lamp ‘cellist; and Nor
Mrs. Pearlle Hall.
for sanatoria maintenance alone and
friends.
man Sodersjema, violinist.
Decorations for the coffee service
Miss Jennie Moody returned yes
Mrs. Stumberg is a graduate of' wcre in blue and white, Finnish
terday to Newton Highlands. Mass., !
£UhCrC38, tuberculosis is preventable, and is curable if discov
the Conservatory of Riga, Latvia.1 colors.
Baskets lor donations,
after passing several days with Mrs
ered early and
Iella Smalley and Mrs. Edward
and now Ls teacher, and piano solo- . bearing small Finnish flags, were
Ahern.
1st in Boston, Mrs. Juht. wife of a placed on the tables at Intervals,
member of the Boston Symphony White cakes, witli the Inscriptions
CC[hCrC ilS, over 80% of the patients still come to the sanatoria in
Miss Leila Clark, Mrs. Harriet .
Whitney and Lloyd Beckett re
Orchestra, was formerly a member in blue “Help Finland," added fur
the advanced stages of their disease and
turned Sunday from a three weeks' i
of the Estonian State opera, and is ther color to the decorations. Many
at present a radio and concert art' cf the women on the committee and
trip to Florida.
(l^hCrCQS, the month of April 1940 is designated by the National
ist in New York and Boston Karl ' several others wore the native FinnRobert Burns has returned to I
Lamp, formerly first 'cellist ln the . Uh dress.
Friendship after passing several •
Tuberculosis Association for the observance of an Early
Esthonian Symphony Orchestra, i Music for dancing was furnished
days witli Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Young.
Tel 2226
Diagnosis Campaign with the slogan "X-ray Reveals Tuber
Miss Edna Gamage was honor
has appeared in the Balkan coun- 1 hy Theodore Siilli cf North Warren,
Mrs. Carroll Foster gave a birth
culosis Before Symptoms Appear"
guest at a surprise miscellaneous
Miss Doris Tominski and Miss tries In concerts, Is radio artist hi accordion and Willio F.lgland of
day party recently in honor of Mr
shower
lust
night
ln
the
tower
Katherine
Taylor of the Senior Boston and New York, is studying Iz>n8 Cove, saxophone.
Foster. A pleasant evening was
! room, given by the members Class returned Thursday from the with Alfred Zlghera, first cellist of ' 0,1 ,he committee were: Mr. and
I IlCrCfort, we the State Governors of the New England States
spent playing cards. Prizes went
' of the women's bowling league. Miss Washington trip
and Orris Burns, I the Boston Symphony Orchestra,^rs Theodore OLson of Union. Mr.
to Mrs. Fred Dyer, Mrs. Pearlle Hall
do hereby call upon the people of our respective States to co
Gnmage received many lovely gifts. Jr., who, enroute heme, visited his J and expects to Join the major Sym- :and Mrs- F’unk Siionen of Warren,
and Donald Anderson. Lunch was
operate with this Early Diagnosis Campaign to the end that
sister, Miss Lois
Burns at Cam- phony next season. Norman Soda,ld Mrs Ott0 Kari- XIr and
served and the guest of honor re
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gages on the future." lest they slip day. The other members, who visit the New England Conservatory of 11am Pekkanen, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
under control with consequent saving of many lives.
present were Mrs. Norman Coni into oblivion without our realizing ed friends and relatives enroute, Music, has done concert work ln liam Anttila, Mr. and Mrs. Nestor
non, Mrs Fred Dyer, and Mr and ,
New England and Florida, and is Mikkila, Henry Aho, Mrs. Eric Torit: The University of Warsaw has are expected home today.
Mrs Donald Anderson of Roc kland
vela all of Union, Mrs. Alni Lind,
ceased
to
exist.
The
entire
Polish
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burgess of .
John Hyssong, Jr., who was guest at present playing at the * Hotel
Mr.
and Mrs Charles Sa’.o and Mr.
faculty cf the University cf Cracow last week at the home of Mr and Puritan, ln Boston
Camden. Hartford Foster of Water- I
and Mrs. Daniel Macintosh of Ap
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soloist,
and
accompanLs
believed
to
be
in
a
ccn-enti
alien
ville, Mr. and Mrs James Thornton.
Mrs. Ralph Wilson, returned Sat! 1st, Miss Stumberg proved facile. pleton.
camp. The University cf Madrid urday to Brunswick:
Mr and Mrs. Pearlie Hall. Rodney 1
Mrs. Juht's voice had exceptional
Library was devastated by Moors
Jordan and Mrs. Marguerite John- J
Misses Althea Joyce and Bea
range, volume!! and smoothness of EAST LIBERTY
wl.o
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.
d
the
books
as
rifle
empiaeeson.
trice Marston arrived home Satur- quality which delighted the audi- | Mrs Leroy Davis has returned
ments.
The
University
of
Prague
Mrs. Forest Stone and son David
day lrom Swan's Island where they
has been closed by tlie Germans. were visitors for a week at the home ence of 250 Mr. Lamp's rendition home from Appleton.
lee returned Sunday from a week's
.was proof of his professional ablli- J Harlan
,)a<s cllarge of wu.
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in SearsmoiU and
Mrs I<eon McKuslck, in Winsted. !
slty cf Paris Vie student population
Frjnlc Hawes ls ill at hit horn, selections, especially "The Medlta- ■
- • ’
has moved there, with his family.
Conn. They were accompanied on .
has shrunk from 20 000 to 5000. For *’itb blood P°Ls0,dn« due to an in-I ,ion- from -roaLs." played as an
return by Mr and Mrs. McKusick
Lewis Ryan who is employed by
these things, life will render its fectlon in hu hand
! encore . difficult, was among the
and son lee. who are to spend a
George McLain has moved into the
bill later, comments an editorial on
Miss Fern Whitney returned outstanding numbers
Tlie audlweek here with Mr and Mrs
N. D Quigg house.
the above And now added to these Sunday from Brunswick where she ence was also impressed with the
Stone
/Vaughn Stevens Ls boarding with
"mortgages
are
tlie
institutions
of
«
ue
s
t
of
Rev.
and
Mrs
J
W.
1
gracious,
unassuming
manner
of
If their first effect is qf intense cold,
Some of tlie highlights of the en 'end in Belfast with his parents
Mrs. Westbra Bowley for the re
learning
in
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counHyssong
for
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days.
each
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Ensemble,
the
second
Ls
of
intense
clarity.
Miss Harriette Tiilson was in ;
tertainment ‘'Travelmanla,' to be
tries where education and culture
Mrs William E Whitney has re- i The program; Violin solos. "Melo- mainder of the school year.
presented Friday night at Watts hall Portland Friday for the day.
Mrs. Ida Brown of Lewiston
turned from Vinalhaven where she <ito" by Kapp; “Capriccioso, Intro"How to Read a Book" by Morti- held the very highest standard
by the Star Circle are songs by WiiMrs Marian Williams left this'
duction and Rondo" by Saint Saens; visited Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Cooper
visited
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Mrs.
John
Johnmer
J.
Adler
is
a
runaway
best
•
•
•
•
Ham T. Smith, Jr. and Byron mcming for Portland to spend sevand "The Meditation" from “Thais'' the past week.
seller. Since publication just a
Tlie Student Library of Wellesley son.
Know’.ton. accordion selections by eral days there with Mr. and Mrs.
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literally
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recently
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valuable
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Everett
E
Libby
and
I
by Juies Massenet, played by Nor
the Dana Brothers. James and Fred Smith enroute to Andover.
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possible
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book
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acquisitions
—
the
Kelmscott
Chaudaughter
Katherine
of
Manchester,
man Sodersjema; soprano solos,
John, a Dutch number by Miss Moi- Conn., where she resides with her
the demand is so great, so the New eer. tlie Asliendene Dante and the jj jj arrived Sunday to spend a 1 Mere,.a on Slnine
translation.
toys dancing pupils, and soles by sister. Mrs. Alvah M Gilchrest. and J
York Herald Tribune Books tells Doves Bible, known as "the three week at their home on Amesbury "Blue on the Ocean," by Vetick
Ernest Munro, of Rockland.
Mr. Gilchrest.
"Kukku sa. Kager Estonian Folk
us. More than 26 000 copies have ideal bocks of modern typography." street.
Mr. and Mrs Weston Young enWilliams-Brazier Auxiliary met
been sold in the last three weeks
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will song; "Dear Land of Home" from
WATER PIPES RENEWED
tertamed the Rook Club and guests Friday night with 12 members presEverybody
nowadays
is
reading
meet
Wednesday afternoon at the p’lnlandia and 'Milk Maid Sons"
It
shows
concretely
how
the
seriou
AND WIRED OUT
Saturday night at a party in honor ent. It was decided to hold a speNEW SEWERS LAID
Macmillan Company is offering «ork of proper reading may be "Come Spring" by Ben Ames Wil- home of Mrs W E Whitney.
!by ®'ix’iius- sung by Mrs. Juht.
of Warren Knights, whose birthday cial meeting May 3 An additional
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Maynard C Ingraham, who chap- Piano solos, "Ballade by Kalvin,
fell on the day before. Thos? pres- $50 was contributed to the dental a book which should find a place accomplished and how much it may hams, one of the 800-page novels of
PLUGGED
way
Instruction which there has been a constant eroned the Senior Class on the and E'ude
Chopin plaj-ed by
tent were Mr. and Mrs. Stanley clinic, and 65 to the cancer control ln garden libraries ' Mountains In >’ield ln
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,
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a
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bulky
"Anthony
AdWashington
trip
arrived
home
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Stumberg;
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solos,
"EsAND CEMENT WORK
Macgcwan. Mr. and Mrs. Albci. An- fund. A nominating committee cf
or . a com
r s
.
i vervf and vigor—vet is
a sertOU}; verse" appeared. It ls tlie mast am- day. having visited at Waltham, tonian Melody by Mihkel Ludig
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
derson. Mr and Mrs Theodore It :w- Miss Jessie Stew art, Mrs. Helen
has been recaptured in all its gran- an(, valuable lnvltatiOn to an en- bilious thing Mr. Williams has yet Mass. for a few days.
I and "Hungarian Rhapsody" by Daell, Mr. and Mrs. William O. Ma- Lynch. Mrs. Emma Kalloch was apdeur
by
Volkmar
Vareschl
and
richment
of
personal
life.
Many
attempted.
Ills
subject
is
tlie
j
Miss
Susan
Frcst
has
returned
Popper, plajed bj Mr. Lamp,
loney and Mr. and Mrs. Knights pointed to report at the next meetTEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME.
Prizes at rock were awarded Mrs ing. Plans for a junior organization Ernst Krause. Here you will find feel that "How to Read a Book" founding of a tewn, the place, origi- from Kingman to resume her teach- erv*’lnble selections. Come Home
called Sterllngtown, is Union mg duties, after spending the vaca- ; and Ehi Veb
Veli Estonian
Maegnwan and Mr. Anderson. Mr were discussed; and tentative plans the last word ln flower photography should establish Adler as one of tlie
thinkers in the Maine. With one exception, says tion with her parents.
'
Knights and Mrs Rowell. Lunch for the Fair ln July were begun, combined with an expert's knowl- most
, ,
„
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. 1 United States.
Wiliams, every person named
Mr. and Mrs Howard A. Carroll
featured an attractively decorated i May 23 was designated as Poppy
edge of Alpine flora. Each superb
....
, in the book actually lived and bore and son Howard were weekend vWbirthday cake and Mr. Knights, re- Day.
.
picture,
taken
in
the
Tyrol
or
in
gaiminen
whose
"Ka'rina"
the name he therein bears. Events tors at the home of his parents, Mr.
ceived a gift from the group.
Miss Lots Robinson of Castine was
the
Dolomites.
Is
accompanied
by
the
Helsingfors
Prize
Novel,
still
come lrom a diary kept by one of and Mrs. Walter Carroll,
Guest Officers' Night will be r.b- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Chaples
served Wednesday at Grace Chap- from Friday to Sunday, coming alter excellent text, disclosing details lingers ln memory, has another book the ,-ettlers and from local histories 1 Schools resumed sessions Monday
kcr credlt- ‘Mariana which is The book has much good writing .fur a week's vacation.
ter. O.ES. Primrose Chapter, of the performance Thursday night of about the flower, and giving legends |
receiving
flattering notices Miss it is forceful and full of color. Mr
Prin. and Mrs. George CunningBelfast, will do the initiatory wng the Normal School'senior class plav
ar.d customs connected with-it.
Sahmenen. bom of rseafarlne fam- Williams has much feeling for na- bam ^d daughters Nancy and
Refreshments will be served by Mrs "The Crosscup Kiss" in which she
For instanace. there are the jjy
ninth of 12 children, knows ’ure—the sky and water and for-' Hope spent the weekend with his
Margaret Lakeman, Mrs. Leila was a member of the cast.
Smalley. Mrs Marion Grafton. Mrs
Miss LouLse Thurston is expected 3thlern flowers—witches in disguise.! the life she writes about. In Sue- e£ts and the things that live tn parents in Whitefield.
Mr and Mrs. Leland Pratt of EvEmma Oreenleaf and MrEmma to return today from Be rnnrd where There is the Moonwort, which will d<n when Russia invaded Finland, them. He. too. has an understandF',e hurried back to her beloved ing ot "Maine codes cf thought and erett. Mass. spent Patriots Day as
j sbe was guest last week of Mr. and direct the mountaineer when he
Young.
lost without a compass and witli- Aaland Islands, offered her sen ices conduct—the Individualism of the guests of her sister, Mrs Zadoc
Carleen. daughter of Mr and Mis Mrs. Shirley Kelley.
' Knight.
pcop1'’
Forest Yeung, celebrated her sev- : Miss Olive Leach, a student out the sun to guide him. There Is 0 her countr>' and {ound th,>
entli birthday Saturday afternoon nurse at the Maine General Hcspi- the King of the Alps leritriehluoi to marry the Danish writer. Johan
nes Duhrkop.
"So you enjoyed my latest book?" Farewell To Tastor
entertaimng a group of young
Portland, spent a lew hours at nanum> which may be as much 4s
Twenty-one were present Wed
"Yes; I thought the verses you
30 years old. each year marked hy |
friends at a party. Many jolly home Sunday.
nesday night when the Johnson
Tlie
Rockefeller
Foundation
has
quoted
from
Byron
were
wonderful."
games were played, Ila Gasper and
, Society met at the home of Mrs.'
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday night a ring one thirty-four-thousandtbs!
Roger Libby winning prizes. Gay
of a millimetre wide. There are
Emma Torrey. An added and high- j
at the home of Mrs. Aaron Clark.
van-colcred balloons added to the
Houseleeks. which, at the command
‘
ly enjoyable feature was the ban
colorful decorations and there were
and Mrs S,anley Greg°'7 °f of Charlemagne, farmers of his Ini -!
quet
honoring Rev. and Mrs. N. F.
two beautiful birthday cakes. Sev- Kitlery W"e gUM,U Sunday °f
perial estates planted on their roofs ’
Atwood, who are leaving this week
eral pictures were taken of the nnd Mrs FoAtrr
STAR DUST"
as protection against lightning.
to take up their new’ duties at the
group which included Marllvn TinkMrs H<Tber' H Newbert enterz • • • •
j
church ln Danforth, and Mrs Eser. Janet Carter. Sally Gi.khrest ,abied at br|d4e Fridair afterncon“Nansen" by Anna Gertrude HfaU. j
telia Simonton, who was elected
Flank Shields, Constance Knights’ |
is winning exceptionally high praise
president of the Society for the sixth
Mrs.
Cora
Onie,
Mrs.
Marian
Wil

from the critics. It is .said to be!
Virginia Pease, Audrey Young. Rog
year.
er Libby, Ila Gamier, Warren Young liams, Mrs. Ella Flye, Mrs. Mary one of the best biographies ;for
Tiie tables were beautifully deco
McCoy and Miss Eliza Whitney. Joung people tbat bas been written,
and tlie guest of honor.
rated ln red. white and blue with
Piizes
went
to
Mrs.
Clark
and
Miss
Laraine Day, Billie Burke, Jean Muir in "And One Waa Beautiful’
and
Is
particularly
timely
in
liew
Mrs. Earl Woodcock and Forrest
candles and spring flowers. Two
Whitney.
of the Scandinavian situation to-!
Orafton went to Portland Saturday
attractive cakes, the handiwork of
Mrs. Wilmot Dow Ls visiting her day. One reviewer prefaces her
and spent the night with Mrs.
Mrs. Hattie Spear and Mrs. Olive
sister,
Mrs. Arthur Cook, ond Mr comments on this book with tjhrse
Woodcock's parents, Mr and Mrs.
Whittier were Included in the menu
Cook,
in
Presque
Isle.
words:
Carl Emery. Oil return Sunday
Mrs. Torrey, in behalf of the So
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone have
“When in the future some one
they were accompanied by Mis.
ciety, thanked the guests of honor
returned frem a visit in Winchcn- shall write the history of chilciren's
Grafton who had been visiting rel
for their work in the past in for
tion, Mass, Mrs. Stone going to Ilterature in the United States,
atives since Wednesday.
warding the interest of the organ
Richmond Friday to resume her nothing will be found more giatify-1
Mrs. Leila Smalley entertained
ization and also expressed their re
teaching duties.
ing than the development of biFriday night honoring Miss Jennie 1
grets in Using Rev. and Mrs. N F.
Fifty
members
of
the
Christian
'^
aph
',""
for
the
"teens?
Mfcdle-i
Moody of Newton Highland- Mas- .
Atwood. Each responded to Mrs.
Endeayor enjoyed a social get-to- aged memories bring them baak as
who has been guest of Mrs. Smalley
Torrey's remarks and an invitation
g(tl«-r Fiiday night at the Baptist didactic and dull; indeed, givei| one
and Mrs Edward Ahern s.vcial
was extended the Society to meet
vestry.
you get the other. But recentli the
days. ’Die guests were fi lends of
with the Atwoods at Danforth dur
Iiortrait type of adult biograph J has
Miss Moody, and, for the mast part, Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett
ing the coming summer.
charter members of the Be-ia Alpha.
Mis. Elizabeth Bartlett, Rl, died been taken as a basis; care hasi'been
The next meeting will be tomor
They were Mrs. Nathaniel Andrews. Thursday morning at the home of increasingly invested in the pneparrow night at the home of Mrs. MaMrs. Alvah Lin.kin. Mis. Robert her daughter, Mrs. Arthur B Craw- at‘°n of source material; the sdand! rion Ingraham.
Walsh, Mrs. Charles Starrett. Mrs. fard, in West Pittsfield, following ’ard has now rlsen s0 hi8h 11»>t a
Walter Stackpoic. Mrs. Arthur several weeks' illness. Mrs. Bart- | thoroughly good biography for hlder
Kalloch. Mrs. Minnie Newbc-.t, Mrs. lett wiio was the widow of Charles boys and girls can be recommdnded
Winthrop Whitney, Mrs. l award Bartlett, was born in Union. Nov. for use by any beginner, olcl or1
Ahem. Miss Myrna Copeland. Miss 1, 1859. daughter of Andrew J. and young.”
.
(Bottled Natural Gas)
Mabel Fernald and Mrs Guy ler- Sarah (Keith) Young.
I "Nansen" by Miss Hall call be
mond, who as lsted Mis. Smailey in
She resided in this town several strongly commended, and fort the
the modern cooking
serving refreshments.
years, and moved from here to teens it has a. special value, lit is
fuel now sells at a
Mr. and Mrs Harold Ciuk v and Pittsfield where she made her home |from first to last the biography of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Clukey ol Dex- the past 19 years She was a mein- a hero. “Young people need lieros
new LOW PRICE!
ter were weekend guests of Mr. and ber of Uie W.C.T.U. the Methodist so badly that they will make1 bad
Beautiful, exciting Linda Darnell lives a story that might be a chapter
Mrs Theodore Clukey
Church. Methodist Ladies Club and heroes for themselves unless fi ven out of her oun meteoric rise to stardom in “Star Dust." the 20th Century Why wait longer lor the apeed, clean
liness and convenience oi modern gas
Mrs. John Carleton Mason and Cheer-a-blt Club. She leaves a access to good material. In the best
d,mcooking when Philgas costs so little?
daughter Joan of Noitli E.idon. daughter Alice, (Mrs Arthur Craw- sense of tlie word, the active, vital! What Is generally conceded to be Mary Healy.
Average users cook 270 individual
Mass., have returned alter a brier ford) who is well-known here.
sense that convinces children. <Nan- the greatest of all modern ballads, | The picture tills the story of meals from one cylinder— approxi
visit with Mrs. John H .i.l<-.
Funeral service* were held Sun-'sen was good. The book will fee an . "Star Dust." by Hoagy Carmichael plucky small-town youngsters si rap- mately 'foe per meal per person!
Here are a few of the exciting new lovelies at the Sherrington, swank
Mr. and Mrs. Marstin Simmon
day from the Farrar Funeral Homp introduction to the real man, the and Mitchell Parish, has inspired a ping for fame In the great adven
metropolitan hotel for women, in the new 20th Century-Fox lilm, “Free,
ture'
that
is
Hollywood
—
a
story
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings and in Pittsfield. Rev. Henry R. Osgood, true man.
.great picture, the 20th Century-Fox
Blonde and 21." Reading from left to right, top row, we have Helen
son, Henry, spent Saturday in Au- pastor of the First Baptist Church
The book is illustrated by Boris | film of the same name wliicli stars that well might be the tale of Lin
TEL. 51.
ROCKLAND, ME. Ericson, Mary Beth Hughes (the blonde), Lynn Bari and Katharine Aldda's own meteoric rise to stardom.—
gusta and Bangor.
officiating Burial was in the lam- Artzybasheff,whose ice-bltne pie-'lovely Linda Darnell. The peren44-M rlge. Below: Joan Valyeric, Elise Knox, Dorothy Dearing and Joan Davis,
as the hotel maid.—adv.
Carroil Miller passed the week- lly lot in Union yesterday.
tures have a clear transfixed calm, nially popular number ls sung by adv.
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Every-Other-Day

^Society

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl and
daughter Mrs. Maurice Pitts, Mr.
and Mis. Fred Carter and Mrs.
George Davis spent Saturday in
Orono, attending open house at the
University of Maine.
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Maine Garden Clubs
Some News Matters of
General Interest To
the Members

This And That

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters

Passage of the Ramspeck bill by
this Congress, without the crippling
amendments added in the Hoai.se,
would make possible within the cur
rent year fulfillment of party pledges
that promised the extension and
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Rankin and ! Mrs. Mildred Merrill will enterMiss Mary Wasgatt of Boston was
improvement of federal civil service
holiday weekend guest of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs were tajn the Y. & O. Club Thursday
system, removing the stigma of al
among those attending the Univer-! night at her home on Cedar street.
Mrs. A. L. Orne.
most four years during which only
I The mast inexhaustible mine of
slty of Maine “open house" Satur Members will take their own sweets,
Friday afternoon with the general knowledge te thP great and holy small progress has been made, Mr'.
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland day.
and also dishes as lobster stew will
Harris T. Baldwin, vice president of
chairman of the annual meeting. Bible. More and more are peoples
plans to leave the end of the month
the National league of Women
be served.
Mrs. Walter Cleveland, at the home coming to reason this out in their
to visit Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Roberts
Friends of Mrs. Dorothy Bird
Voters, said today in a statement
of Mrs. Beniamin W Rand in minds and are turning to this presented to the Senate Civil Service
Mrs. Walter W. Spalding and son
(Vivian Billings) in Jericho, Long gnow, will be happy to learn that
Boothbay Harbor. The Federation Brpat source of tru,h and jUStlc? Committee. The League has sup
Lsland, N. Y.
jshe has recovered satisfactorily Fred of Mattapan, Mass., were
and comfort and mercy.
-------from an acute illness. She will weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ported tlie iRamspeck bill since Its
committee members are: Mrs. Wil
The Junior Competitive Festival. ,leave thp Phlladplphla Hospital Haro'.d W. Look. On their return
introduction, and has fought vigor
liam Ellingwood of Rockland. Mrs.
Ah,
women;
ah,
men.
Women
conducted by the Maine Federation j SQon &nd fXpec(s t0 return t0 Rock- (trip they were accompanied by Miss
ously for its passage in its original
E. Stewart Orbeton of West Rock
may be wearing fewer clothes but
of Music Clubs was held Friday , land jR june
' Mary Havener, who will resume her
fonn.
port, Mrs. Lucius D. Barrows. Mrs
pray
why
is
it
so
difficu.t
for
a
morning at the studio of Miss |
_____
I dutiPS in Cambridge, Mass,
Melville Snwtelle and Mrs. Gerald
Said Mrs. Baldwin, “As important
i man to find an empty hook ln any
Caroline Fenno Chase in Augusta, i ^jrs oeorge jj. Wood entertained
------C. Welch of Augusta.
as
extension of the civil service in
1 closet?
Mrs. Bertha M. Droz, National
Miss Dorothy Havener of the Junior Adams Craft Garden Club Friday
♦ • • •
1936 was the revision of the rules of
* • • •
Rubinstein Club of this city, re afternoon last, at her home on Tai- P^'idcnt DU.V. was given a recepLyford, Valedictorian
Evelyn Dunlap. Salutatorian
Good roads are the best incen- the Civil Service Commission and
ceived superior rating for piano, in bot avenue. A delightful tea was Itlon last ni«ht at the Eastland Ho
Its establishment of a Personnel
tel, Portland. All Tents in the De
the Augusta district. Miss Havener, served.
ing of All American Winners of 194) tivp t0 brlnB P«*®P <" ,0 this ci,V Council. Tlie Personnel Council is
York
City
after
spending
two
weeks
partment of Maine were invied
playing in class F had as her selec
this summer, reporting results and Excellent merchandise Is offered in now Jeopardized by failure of Con
with their parents.
tion, "Gavotte ln E Major ’ by Bach,
Mrs. Alice Babb of Winthrop. guests together with other Patriotic
experiences in the fall. The list of a11 the splendidly equipped shops, gress to appropriate funds for Its
Mrs. Pearl Thompson and Mr.
z>s ZN ZN ZN
entered in the 18 years class. Rock Mass., has been guest of Mr. and Orders.
exhibits, garden parties and annual
residents insist (hat roads work. During these past four years
XX zs z*> zx
I
____
and
Mrs.
William
Kelley
are
ln
(Bos

land folk are justly proud of the Mrs. Fiank L. NcWbcrt.
flower shows, is growing and will leading ,0
c*,y •** kciM in good the Congress has at various times
GILBERT
HARMON
A rehearsal of Rubinstein chorus
ton on business.
rating awarded this 15 years old las
probably surpass the 1039 list of 3a s*’nPeCorrespondent
created new agencies and exempted
will
be
held
Friday
night
at
7.30,
at
Richard Shaw, son of Mr. and
sie, reports state her interpretation
Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee spent a
shows. Thus far tlie announced
££
all or a portion of the employes from
the
home
of
Mrs.
Faith
Berry,
Grove
Mrs. A, Eugene Shaw ls a patient dates areto be far in advance of several old- few days in Augusta last week at• Mrs. Dwight Morrow has said, "I both the Civil Service Act and the
Tel.
713
street.
at Community hospital, having re
er contestants. She is a pupil of Mrs. tending holiday parties.
May 16—Oarden Party at the havp » ,heorV that *«">«» ln sonlf' Classification Act. Other agencies
ceived a serious concussion from a Blaine Mansion
Ruth Sanborn. Judges were Mrs.
i wa>’s neet' a college education more created have been made subject to
Scribblers
Club
will
met
Monday
Charles
Spruce
attended
ihe
Miss Lucy Ball and Miss Minnie
fell Friday night. His condition is
Sarah Scribner, Mrs. Walter Dow,
May
74
Boothbay
Region
Garden
( "’an nlen
civil service systpm.
at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. Ethel monthly meeting of the Maine law
much improved.
and Mrs. George Gould of Portland, Diamond were in Portland over the Fisher, High street, Camden, witli
Club daffodil show.
"One
inside,
one
on
top",
shouted
Officers
Identification
Association
1
“Extension of the classified civil
and Mrs. Ivah Waddell of Presque weekend.
June 5 Garden Club of Women's the bus conductor.
held Thursday in Hallowell. (He was1
Miss Relief Nichols, as leader.
service to all but the top policy—
Isle. Greetings were extended by
Literary Union flower show at Au
"You wouldn't separate a mother determining positions in the federal
accompanied by Mrs. Spruce and EMMA BLANCHE (RANDALL
Miss Margaret Kneeland, Home
Miss Mary Bennett. State Junior
Mrs. William Hooper was hostess Miss Phyllis Dean.
Funeral services for Mass Emma burn
Economics
teacher
spent the
June 7-Garden Club of Dexter, an“ daU8l',er'' sa“> a» °ld lad> service is possible of attainment un
Counselor, Miss Dorothy Lawry of
about to get on,
der the Ramspeck bill, provided the
spring vacation at her home in Lln- last night to Monday Niters, prize
Mrs. Clara E. Fogg has returned Blanche Crandall were held Sun flower show and seedling sale.
this city, being Regional chairman, i
winners being Miss Ruth Hatch,
day afternoon at Uie Church of
"Not likely. Missus ’, said Ihe con apportionment amendment added
home
after
spending
two
months
in
June
2ft
—
H
(
ampden
Highlands
Mrs. Sanborn. Miss Bertha Luce and
Mrs. Clarence Knowlton, Mrs. Fred
Immanuel,
Unlversallst,
where
ductor, “I did once but never again" during House consideration is ellmiWinterport.
Garden Club flower show.
Mrs. Nathalie Snow were among
she had worshipped as a member
Miss Adelaide Cross has gone to j Vtnal and Mrs. Arthur Bowley, and
(nated. Tlie gradual application of
July 19—Camden Garden club and harsWV
b,‘n
The
Methodist
Ladies
Aid
will
those present from Rockland.
Jericho, L. I, after spending the consolation to Mrs. Austin Huntley.
i and worked earnestly for its wel
! the classification system at field
flower
show
and
open
gardens.
meet
Wednesday
at
2
o'clock
with
fare. Many friends were present.
Hint—Orated raw carrots are a service Is a practical sc.lutlon to the
winter with her parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. Knowlton received the door
July
£5
C.
rlnna
Garden
Club
Mrs. Weston tP. Holman at her Tlie pastor. Rev. Dr. John Smith
Mrs. C. F Simmons will arrive I Mis. Justin L. Cross. She will prize.
very colorful und nutritive garnish problems of Inequalities in pay that
flower show
home, 56 Mountain street.
this week from a winter spent in again be employed as hostess at the
Lowe officiated. Interment was to
for any creamed white vegetable , now exist.
Aug. 9-10—Boothbay Region Gar
Rebecca Crane of Skowhegan is
Connecticut and New Jersey, with jxipular Maine Made tea room, es
Mrs. James tFarnham who is a be at Vinalhaven today, If weather
or creamed soups or salads.
"Tlipre has been considerable dtoden Club flower sli rw.
her daughters. Mrs. Wilbert Snow tablished a few years ago by tlie visiting at the home of her grand patient in the hospital at Lowell, conditions permitted.
cussion in tlie Congress of the best
Aug. 14 -Island Falls Garden Club
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kennedy
and Mrs. G. Milton Friese.
Mass.,
is
reported
as
improving.
A man who can hold his tongue
former Vivian Billings of Rock
Miss Crandall was bom in VImethod of giving employes in the
I.
Crane.
Mrs. James Laverie and son. n&lhaven Dec 28. 1872, daughte- of flower show.
can hold anything*', said the wise
land.
. positions affeetpd by the bill an
Richard Karl of University of
Aug.
15
—
Community
Garden
Club
pran
ln
„
n
David were recent visitors nt tlie ■ Palmei* Cscar Crandall and Mary
j opportunity to qualify for civil servMaine spent the weekend at his
Miss Julia Littlefield has returned
|
«...
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Chick visi
home of Mrs. Maud >Porter.
(Ames) Grand ill. Following her of Dover-Fuxcroft flower show.
1 ice status. The league of Women
home on Granite street. He had ted Rockland friends the last of from a week's vacation spent at
Aug.
23
Harpswell
Garden
Club
sa
j
d
t
^
a
|
spring
and
deep
Nino Leo. who Is In the U. 13.' graduat-ien from Vinalhaven High
as guest. William "Lindsey of Arling the week.
her home in Stillwater.
well wa[Prs usually' are well filtered i Voters accepts non-competitive or
Army returned Thursday to Pana- j School Jie came to Rockland w th flower show.
*
ton. Mass. The return trip Sunday
Aug.
£8
Bryant
Pond
Garden
dut they also are very apt to con- qualifying examinations as an adma after spending a few clays with ‘ the late Mrs. Emma Crockett, at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crane
occupied three and one-half hours,
Tne Rockport Farm Bureau met
tain iargp quantities of dissolevd 1 mirable solution of difficult problem.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Domenico' whose store she was employed lor Club flower show.
Tlie Rumford Garden Club will sa]ts
the road sides being literally last week at the home cf Mrs. Lizzie Skowhegan spent the holiday
"Non-competitive examinations ar»
Leo. He was accompanied as far a long time. Lynn, Mass, washer
nave a flower arrangement each,
....
I standard civil service examinations
••strewn" with overturned cars.
French. The subject for the day the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy as Boston by Ills sister. Pauline.
home fur 10 years, after which she week in n store window. The Old | Do }Ou want „ new salad for
was “Making tlx Most of Your Ap- j Crane
and those who cannot pass them are
William J. Hobbs of Boston and returned to Rockland to spend ’lie
Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Brown pcarance." Mrs. Bernice Freeman, '
weeded out.
BrLstol
Garden
Club
Is
planning
an
these
spring
days?
Mix
equal
parts
Harold Reed of Brookline. Mass., remainder of her life.
have returned from a holiday-week Mrs. LouLse Holbrook and Mrs. I Knox Haspital Auxiliary and
informal flower show in June. Gar- of shrimp and crabmeat, mix with
"Continuity of service is not dis
( spent the weekend as guests of Mr. i Her health had been gradually
end visit with Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mary Spear were in charge of the 1 Rockland City Band will sponsor a
den club members are also invited celery and grapefruit segments and rupted as it would be It open com
Hobbs'
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J
failing
for
several
years
and
in
band concert the afternoon of May
Knapp. Reading. Mass.
to enter exhibits at the first annual SPrvP with
dreMing on let- petition with applicants from out
dinner. Tlie Rockland Farm Bu
January she went to Massachusetts
5 at Community Building, .startin'; Crosby Hobbs.
Central Maine flower show to be tuce leaves. With hot rolls or crisp side the service were required.
reau met Thursday afternoon at the
Megunticook
Encampment.
I.
O
for
hospital
treatment.
at 2 39. There will be vocal selec
Miss Mary Thomas of Augusta,
held at Winslow. Aug. 23, 24. £5.
corn bread makes a fine luncheon
Farm Bureau Hall, West Meadow
"Tlie League of Women Voters Is
Tire deceased was a member of
• • • •
I , ,
and Lee and Richard Thomas of Road. The subject for the after tions following the successful prece O P conferred the golden rule de
,
dish.
convinced."
Mr .. Baldwin concluded,
gree
on
13
candidates
Thursday
Echo Rebekah Lodge cf Lynn,
At the first regular meeting of i
....
Massachusetts were weekend guests noon was “Left Overs in Meal dent set last year.
"that the cost of putting such 3
night
in
Pittsfield.
the
Maine
Gladiolus
S
iclety
held
|
y(
)p
j
s
i
and
O
f
Trinidad
contains
a
Mass.
She
was
a
great
lover
of
at their home on Chestnut street.
Planning," with Mrs. Eunice Morse,
measure into effect is warranted by
Mrs Warren G. Hopkins was , flowers, and found much comfort last week with Mrs. George J. WaTile W.C.T.U. will hold an open
large lake called the pitch deposit ■ the Improved efficiency that will refood leader, in charge. She was as- meeting Friday afternoon at 2.30 greatly surprised Saturday night and pleasure in ministering io elMr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster and
lenta at South China, the officers I and Ihp lakp ,s over ](K) acrps widP ' suit from having the vast majority
' sLsted by Mrs. Sadie Chaples and in the First Baptist vestry. Fred when 29 members of her family , dcrly persons, who were sick, or indaughter Louise were here from
and trustees voted to affiliate with
bppn known t0 ylpld S0M .
I Mrs. Helen Dana.
of government personnel under the
erick W. Smith cf Waterville, Su gathered at the home of her son valids.
Bangor for the weekend with the
the New England Gladiolus Society ow (onj. of aspha„
civil service system.
She is survived by three brothers and to enter exhibits at the CenF. W. Fuller. The Fullers motored , Mr. and Mis. Maurice C. Bird perintendent of the Christian Civic and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
“We urge prompt action by the
League, will be guest speaker. He Percy Hopkins, to celebrate her 72d I —Hezckiah W of Rockland. Oscar I tral Maine Flower Show at Winslow,
back with them for a visit
The circular parks that arc so
and son William of Winchester,
will show a moving picture produced birthday. She received many gifts B. of Cambridge, Mass., and Lieut, I Aug. 23. 24. 25. W. S Andrews of difficult and interrupting to the Senate Civil Service Committee on
Mass., visited Mr. Bird's former
The ninth District Conference of
by the National Safety Council on and two birthday cakes.
| Col. Waiter M. Crandall of Wasli- ' Oakland ls president cf the recently main streets ln Washington. D. C., i this measure. We urge that the abRockland home over tlie weekend.
portlonment amendment be deleted,
Women's Clubs of Maine is to be
Drunken Driving, and explain the
Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Ames ar- ington. D. C., also by three sisters— formed Maine Society.
and cause much extra gasoline us- i and the bill reported to the Senate
held in Boothbay Haibor May 3 at
Jay Gegenheimer and George W new Maine Law cn this problem. rived from Boston Friday and have Mrs James Ward of Mt. Arey. N. C.;
- From weekly renort of Mrs. i1)gi arP actually part of the city's in the same form in which it was
the Congregational Church
Carr, motoring from Florida were Mr. Smith will also discuss the Lo- taken the apartment in the J. Mrs. Annie Eaton of Bath and Mrs. Bertha Townsend Welch of the Gar-1 d,.(pnsp syslPm. Tlie French en- reported to the House."
oix-ning session is at 10.30, followed entertained by Mr. and Mrs E M cal Option Law ^Members .if uie Crosby Hobbs house on Chestnut Raymond Q Fox of Lynn, Mas!
den Club Federation of Maine.
Iglneer who designed Washington.
..
by luncheon. In the afternoon a Davis of Three Lakes. Wisconsin League of Women Voters and other street.
Pierre Charles LEnfant, originated .MRS. KATE IIARRfMAN
pageant is to be presented by (he and are spending the weekend at Ciub Women are especially invited
“The Housekeeper's Daughter" a EDWIN' J. CLARK
REV. W. II. JACKSON
the idea a iter watching the mobs
Services will be held at the Rus
club at Boothbay Harbor. Mem the Gateway Hotel, Land O' Lakes to attend this meeting.
comedy "hit*, starring Joan Ben
Rev. William H. Jackson, pastor of the Frencll Revolution (ear un
Edwin J. Clark, 87. died Friday at
bers ol tlie Rockland Junior Wom for the snow sports.
nett and Adolphe Menjou. will play the home of his daughter. Mis. cf the Congregational Church cf hindered through Paris. He planned sell Funeral Home this noon for
A SUGGESTION
en's Club planning to a’tend the
at the Comique Theatre Wednesday Ernest B. Buswell, 86 Mechanic Union for several years, died in this circle so that cannon placed Mrs. Kate (Ginn) Harriman, who
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
luncheon are requested to make retMrs. Stella IMcRae was the guest
and Thursday. The double feature street. The funeral services were Barnesville. Oa., April 11, after a in them would blo< k entry to tlie died Sunday at the home of her
What's in the spirit oi returning birds
daughter. Miss Mary D Harriman,
ervatlons with the club president, of her mother, Mrs. B W. Russell Carrolllng
"Charlie Chan in Panama" with held yesterday in North Anson, | leng period of ill health. Hr was city hom any direction.
the long day through?
*
Masonic street. Rev. Corwin H.
Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson. Jr., before ln Brookline. Mass., over the week Whence the musical flow ot meadow Sidney Toler, and Edgar Gennedy
• • • •
where a considerable portion of Mr. tenderly cared for by liis faithful
brooks
Olds
will officiate. The interment
May 1.
end.
Pearling through depths of blue
wile,
the
former
Mrs.
Minnie
House
Iin "Kennedy Tire Great" is on the 1 Clark's life was spent
Veneers for inlay work on furni
'Tls reviving Joy in nature's heart,
will be in Prospect.
j program today.
ture were used by the ancient
With pulses high In every part
Tlie deceased was a native cf Emb of Birmingham. Ala.
Of Springs awakening anew
Mr. Jackson was born in Canada. Egyptians and much can be found | The deceased was born ln Pros| Miss Annie Mae Rankin, daughter den and for many years was exten
] pert 75 years ago, daughter of Capt.
Hope comes with natures rare melody of Mr and Mrs. Austin Rankin, and sively engaged In lumber-mill oper May 1, 1864. and was State Evan
today.
Heart* thrill and throb in ecstasy
I Willard and Anzelia H. Oinn.
gelist for file Advent Christian
• • • •
All life's atune with buds abloom
Robert Brown Young, son of Mr. ations.
But care mutf be taken ere we awaken
Soon pecp’.e will be turning over i Traveling with her mariner husHe is Mirvivctf by his daughter, Church many years before, coming
In Spring comes a sneeze with eve.*y and Mrs. Ralph Young, were mar
For
breeze
the
lowly earthworm for the bene , band she visited many foreign
ried Sunday noon at the Baptist Mrs Buswell; a son. Arthur M. Clark to serve the church at Union.
So take thought what you do or
fit of the robins and garden work countries. Before coming to RollHe
was
a
fearless
and
faithful
Church
in
the
presence
of
the
im

Down you will come with the
of Augusta; and five grandchildren.
Darwin, ycu may n:nember. spent
D:ended flu.
mediate families, Rev. W F. Brown Mrs. George Hobbs of Farmington. exposilor of the Scriptures, and his over 40 years study'ng tlie activities land she resided in East Boston.
K 8 F
Rockland.
many
friends
sincerely
mourn
his
and methods of these to.lers under | She is survived by three daugh
officiating at the double ring cete- Mbs Genevieve Clark of Augusta,
monv. Tlie attendants were Mr. ’••dent at Farmington Normal passing, yet rejoice lliat he is freed tlie sod, and lie ee'imaias there is ters. Mrs Otis H. Ginn of Wood
in some plarais 50.000 earthworms
and Mrs. Roger Young. A wedding School; Miss Priscilla Noddin, teach- from tlie pain and suffering oi years, in an acre cf land. Much pial-.e land. Mrs. A. Burr Godsoe of Hamp
Wedne«day-Thur»day
dinner at Green Gables followed er in Portsmcuth. N H.; Miss Ernes and happy with his Lord.
should tic handed to them to- th y den. and Miss Mary D. Harriman
I Contributed!
really do much g-od work. Every of Ro. kland; one son. William j.
tine Noddin. R. N.. of Augusta; and
the
ceremony.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Young
• The most original
thing has its p ace and appointed Hartiinan of Prospect; a sister. Mrs.
Miss
Elsie
M.
Burbank
of
Rockland.
left on the afternoon train lrom
\entertainment idea of
Oliver T Hazelton, an official at work to do. • • • •
I Ernestine Since of Boonville Ark ;
Rockland for Cambridge. Mass.,
the year!
the Mt. Waldo Granite Works, and
where they will make their home.
(More Personals on Page Six)
Think Tin this—Clarence F. Pat and four grandchildren.
a graduate ol Norwich University, ton of Odebolt, Icwa. has six son’
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Philbrick |
Reg. $5.95 Value
and they a: all i|i the Navy, and
£word ferns, often five feet hlg
have returned home after spend
Circle supper will precede Friday will be guest speaker at the Lions what
Is mere remarkable. i,..y are abound in the redwood region.
meeting
tomorrew.
He
will
discuss
ing the winter in Florida.
night's meeting of the Eastern Star
all six U ;■ her i n b ard the U S. S.
George Boynton spent the week at which the deegres will be worked. “The Possibilities of Mt. Waldo.' I Nevada, Isn't that what shouid b«
SPECIAL
and some other matters of g-meral called a practl'-a! demonstration
end in Boston. On return he was
of the highest patriotism?
Tire Wcmrn's Auxilary of S’. State interest.
accompanied by his son Harold who
Peter's
Church
rniels
Thursday
in
has been visiting nlatives there the
Through all the pages of history,
ihe Undercroft. Refreshments vfi.l
hat, have served a twofold purpast week.
pc,-e. As a ti.Mfu. head' euVtring
Charles Wadsworth and Ralph be 'Served.
'.hey give protection As an taiiwrtBel.vea returned .Munday to New
G H A P H I C S
ant accessory of drexs. they do
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
$1.20 down
OMIQUt
much io complete cr spoil the cnD.U.V., will meet with Mis. l.zzie
$1.2$ monthly
• ii.j
Rat k cr ixisitlon in life
French, Wednesday for sewing and
mav be de gnated by the type of
Today and Wednesday
THEATftt
head dress used. Today lor gills
pienlc supper will be served. A qu It
in a ttory that wJI
and very few ladies ore sees tlie
!
tep
for
one
of
the
nu
mbers
will
t.e
might be her own 1
pea-ant headdress; very popular,
the project.
also most unbecoming, and with
torow,eDAy
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Marty a time you'll welcome this attractive portable electric
boys and a few inen hatless! Vogue
' ,a
Past Noble Grands' Night w.ll bo
Is as eccentric as April weather.
JOAN BENNETT
heater for taking oft the chill of these spring mornings and
• • • •
! observed at the meeting cf Miriam
ADOLPHE
MENJOU
evenings—or for auxiliary heating throughout the day.
Hearts, like doors, can ope with case
j Rebekah Lodge, May 7. Rainbow
in
To very, very little keys ;
Home beauty treatment is ex
The Howling Hit of the Year
( supper will be served at 6 15 and deAnd don't forget that they arc these
John Pagne • Roland Young
Ideal for bathrooms, bedrooms, nurseries, dining rooms,
cellent in con function with a sci
1 grees will be conferred by Past Noble
"I thank ycu, sir," and "If you
“The Housekeeper’s
entific Facial al y»ur beauty
Charlotte Greenwood
offices, service stations, elevators, hospitals, cottages and
please."
THURSDAY
Grands on one candidate.
shop . . .
• • • •
Daughter”
NOW
PLAYING
camps.
Dried chapped skins resulting
Did ycu ever think of the ccurage
Mrs. Gladys Murphy will be hos“STRANGE CARGO"
from extremes out of doors anil
and
example
shown
to
humans
oy
Finish: Porcelain enamel—walnut or white.
jtess at the Relief Corps beano
TODAY
with
the drying heat of our homes and
the tit; . stand.ng Uuough storm
offices require at this time spe
CLARK GABLE
Thursday and Mrs. Wimlrcd Butler
and drought, through sunshine, and
Eom
llig
Attractions
Four
JOAN CRAWFORD
cial attention . . .
shadtw, yet always faithful with
and committee will have charge of
leaves and fruit in season?
“Chan In Panama”
• Ttv onr Rest Facial.
(lie supper. Therp w.ll he werk at
* * • •
the evening session.
Edgar Kennedy Comedy
Win n life Is with duty wed
CENTIlUMMMAINE
LYNN BARI
And pleasures meet its call,
WE^COMPt•AMY
POWB
HENRY WILCOXIN
Bing
Cioshy
Hit
Songs
How light the heart that conquers
Mrs. Bernice Wolcott and daugh
Plus TLLLY-HO S25.0I
The ills and hills withal.
ter Carol Ann are visiting Mrs. Lena
Big Cash Nite, $l‘,0
al any of out ttorti
Tis love ennobles conquest
Melcge in Lawrence, Mass., and Dr
PHONE 685-W
fthnwi Mat, t (HI. Rv(. «.M. LM
CONSOLATION PRIZES
And knits the broken strand,
Continuous ffatnrday Z.M to lt.10
ir: MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Richardson
In
Med

Gives
courage
to
down-hearled
Sunday. Matinee J o’clock
Brings blessings on demand.
ford, (Mass.
49&53
Tentative plans for the annual
meeting of the Garden Club Feder
ation of Maine. June 26-26, at
Boothbay Harbor, will be formulated
when Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage,
Federation president, and members
of the Federation committee meet

Miss Marion Ginn left yesterday
Miss Barbara H. Perry spent the
Mrs. Joseph Brewster of Boston for Washington, D. C., and will
weekend with her sister Mrs. Stan ls visiting her mother. Mrs. Grace make stops in New York and Northley Quinn at North Haven.
Ayers Black.
ampton, Mass., enroute.

I
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Extra WARMTH

Use this
POIITABLE
Electric Heater:
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C
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MotOI*boating

done it but in my senior year, I
which put into Ponce to set the We got hard and wouldn't think
was captain of the football team
survivors ashore.
, about it unless one of them blew up
®
which to me was more important at
In order to retain the small boat just a moment after we sowed it.
Old
Home
Paper
Mean*
The
Annual
Inspection*
tlve time than rank. 'We didn’t do
Hitting the Northward
so that it might be sold when Sometimes they did of course. We'd
Lot
To
“
Nedyah
”
Ab*ent
so good as to winning games but
Form*
Are
Now
Being
Trail—Expert Biogra
shore was reached, the survivors do this a week or so and then go
we had flne players who later
From Home 40 Year*
Distributed
pher Comes Across
prevailed upon the captain of the into port and kid Ginger, a bar
starred In college play, namely;
German to hoist litem overside 22 maid at a pub in Iverness."
Good Subject
Greeley. Col., April 17
The local Customs office lias is
Havey Cushman ("Duffy") who,
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
( miles outside the harbor at Ponce
Bill was promoted to the rank of sued its ’Motorboat Owners' Annual Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
later I saw pitching in Denver for
Korkland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914
St. Petersburg, April 19. 1 and the men rowed the rest of the senior lieutenant sometime during
the Western League, now deceased;
The
flrst
of
this
month
I
com

Self-Inspection
Form"
for
distribu

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
way to the beach.
the war and retired with this rank.
and Alan fiird. who, I believe, was
pleted
35
years
of
service
with
my
tion
to
motorboat
owners
in
the
•■Our pay stopped when we left He had a couple of cottages at
Unless spring suffers another rean all-State football man at Uni
Rockland. April 16. George W
Arthur B. Crockett sold hls trotinstitution in various capacities. I
lanse like the one we exDerienced i our ship" said BiU laconically. "Sail- Crescent Beach and he and Mrs. Bangor district.
tine stallion Grandroso to parties Lurvey and (Mrs. Lizzie Whitten.
versity of Maine.
Information received frem varl- j think it is well to pass out some
in Presque Isle.
Rockland. April 17, Stunner W.
-«»' «"• -««
Miss Coughlin insisted that 1
S tnon D Crosby was elected su- Cummings and Miss Blanche HopEvery man had his own "whack" summer season. When the water in lous motorboat owners, it was stated. bouquets to the living as one goes write an essay in competition for
fore
the
last
winter
visitor
from
pcrintendenl of the Highland Sun- j kins, both of Vinalhaven.
and we had to get home the best the new copper pipes which he had will provide the local Customs office i along the way, so here goes
the honor of appearing on the pro
day School.
' Celia Jones was awarded the val- Maine will be on the way home.
way we could."
installed there begins to trickle files with the latest and most com<->ne of
blends wrote me that gram and much to my surprise and
Walter H Butler was elected sec- 1 cdictcry in Warren High School;
A few days ago Mr Samoset
“Me?" Well, I got a job as quar- slowly in the chill of late fall, Mr. plete facts concerning motorboats ftfter ten years absence he under I think to everybody else in the
retary, treasurer and librarian of . salutatory. Marion Copeland,
stood that no one was much inter- .class (though I had had a very
the Knox Bar Association.
j James S. Sanderson. 64. a native Jones summed up the situation in , termaster on a run between Ponce and Mrs Todd migrate to St. Pet- in this area
r won a
William H Hyde, retired mer- ; of Scotland, died in Vlnalhaven. Flonda in a few brief words He and New
and s,B>ed Ulere ersburg' Florlda' where Bll! h00ks
All motorboats must display ested In the old home paper. Inowj^ rank in
chant and news agent, died at hls
Tbe bodies of David W. and Sidfor a while" . .
j onto his trailer, kept stored down where it can be seen a "Safe Oper remark that he ls. so to speak, "all place. She was a grand teacher;
hrme on Limeroek street, aged 87 ney E. Lawry. Vinalhaven fisher said: "If it doesn't moderate soon
Bowling along over Davis Cause- there during the summer, and ating Certificate” as an indication wet". I am still taking it and like one of the best I ever had. If it had
men. who had been missing since I shall be one of the earliest arrivals
years.
way I mentioned a near collision heads for Palm Beach and Delray, that the owner is Interested in safer it, though I have been away nearly not been for her I would have been
April
3.
were
found
locked
in
Percy Howard, former manager
in St. Pete next fall, and the rea the U. S Hospital ship, Mercy, once As the season advances they drift motorboating for 1946. An alpha- i40 years,
rf the Dinsmore Shoe Store, ob death embrace in their partly sub
. a disappointment to mv dear
son will be. because I ain't left yet." escaped just outside New York har- north toward St. Pete again and
merged
doTy
22
miles
southwest
of
These are the things I like and mothw> and so t0 hpr x offpr fll
tained employment in Portland.
betlclal as well as numerical record
No
Man's
Land.
Matinicus
A
storm
It's
different
now.
The
climate
bor in a thick fog. Tliat reminded finally come to anchor in South- of motorboats in this district will be jW: It's homey and though now th,s lgtp dgy my appreclatlon lx,t
Fred A. Clark sold his trucking
had com? on suddenly and the dory is slowly recuperating from tlve
business to Samuel B Aylward.
Bill of several real collisions in ward Ho park There Bill plays kept toy Uie [Deputy Collector of11 have to scratch my head and pul hpr p,cture in the hall of famc
was blown to sea.
beating it took this winter and un which he had figured and one in- shuffleboard and keeps his fish lines, Customs.
Carl Cottrell was signed by the
think who Is this grandchild, yet for a ypry flnp tpaphpr and moWpr
Capt.
Austin
Stanley
and
Capt
Worcester team in the New Eng
less there is another convention of teresting occasion when he had a j He and Mrs Todd have a lot of
W
F.
Sprague
cf
Swan's
Island
A
penalty
of
$10
will
be
imposed
there are many I know and It con- jof character in Rockland High
land League.
went lobster fishing and found the sunspots to gum up the works, the ••hunch" in time to avert a serious ' friends in Florida. They are “ on any motorboat owner not having lalns much of Interest to me in gC|)00|
F Eaton Simmons joined H. Price derelict schooner Herald which had tourists arc due for a break.
disaster.
] very likeable couple. There are no on board a Certificate of Award re- [every issue. I graduated from RockWebber's Boston Comedy Co.
Nedyah
been abandoned off Cape Sable
A
gentleman
employed
in
one
of
"I
don
t
know
why
I
did
it.
”
said
bugles or alarm clocks around their ferred to as Customs Form No 1513. , land High School ln 1896 and I
Chester M. Walker, prominent weeks before.
the
railroad
ticket
offices
said
last
member
Bill witli a far away look in hls trailer. Neither are there any mid
In c«lsc of loas, abandonment or hid still proud of it. I graduated
Methodist
........ . of; the 7Knox
,
.Bar, and
___ real
I
me The
.wuiooisv
re Easter sale in
state breker. Gird at the age of
netted ,106
week that the day after the Festi eye, "I had the deck; the fog was j watches to stand. There's no fog. destruction of a vessel, notice of with honors as I won a place on
53 >'cars
Thomaston: Monday Club effect- val of States 2000 people left for thick, and I was nervous. Some no shipwrecks and no mines Bill ' such
abandonment or destruc- j the program by winning a competi
James U. Fullerton met with a i fcj organization with Ida Colley as thelr homes in the North. I didn't
is as straight as an arrow, well tion must be filed with the Collec- itlve essay and here and now I
thing
told
me
to
let
her
fall
off
a
tragic death when crushed between president A'lc» Yeung as ecre- dispute him but il he meant thev
282 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
couple of points and I did so. We tanned and carried no watch.
tor of Customs within a period of want to pay a tribute to Miss Anna j
Lime R< "k Railroad cars
tarv. and Ella Roney as treasurer
all
went
by
the
same
train.
It
must
Eliza Crockett 82. widow of H. N.
Mr? Hannah A Douglass. 73. died
"I don't need a watch to tell me ter. days. Failure to do so subjects E Coughlin, then teacher of Eng- i
had our paravanes rigged out and a
SPECIAL DINNER AND
Keene, died at her home on Clare in Stonington.
have been some load.
moment or two later one of them when It's time to eat," he says. the owner to a $10 Tine, local offi- Hsh In the High School,
SUPPER
MENUS DAILY
mont street.
A flying machine was sighted a*
Tnere axe plenty left behind scraped along Uie side of an on "And I don't care what time it is,
cials said.
i My older brother was a flne stu-'
Justice George E Bird was pre Ncrth Haven
HOME MADE ICES
however. It's still practically im coming steamer. If I had kept her anyway.”
G. H. R
siding over Supreme Court Tlie
-----------------dent and had won a part by rank
Wallace Eaton of North Haven
traverse jury foremen were B A was a victim of asphyxiation in the possible to find a parking space on her course we would have cut her
Subscribe to The Courler-Oasette when he graduated. I could have
Emery of South Thcmaston and , cabin of the scallop sloop Johnny B anywhere within four blacks of half in two.”
Baron Court for Watchet
George H Gardner of Thomaston
Leo a Frve, 14 was chosen coach down town and I had to worm my
It was inevitable that Bill should
Rev William O Holman, who had 1 Of thr Ccmden High School bascHas Met Since Year 1066
self into the third line of customers do considerable steamboating For
a long and brilliant career as a ball team
There is still one court in Eng
Baptist clergyman succumbed to
Capt Simon H Wall was at hia waiting, to get into the Garden years he ran between Boston and land which has the power to order
an attack of pneumonia, aged 77 heme in Rockport from St. An- Cafeteria at 5.30 yfsterday after
New York via the Cape Cod canal scolding wives to be ducked in
.vears.
drews Bav. F.a
noon
on the steamers of the Eastern the ancient ducking-stool. Although
Mrs S A Burpee fell on an icy
Mrs Julia A collins was elected
Several of the big hotels have Steamship Company. His story of this privilege is not exercised to
sidewalk breaking one of her arms president of the 20th Century Club
closed, the golf courses have re handcuffing an alcoholic maniac to day. the court meets once a year,
in two places.
in Rockport
with all the ceremony of the old
Lemuel A. Grant was appointed
E:ias ravls bought the Hilt place duced their fees In a belated effort
a stanchion was' a high spot on
deputy marshal Isaac J Fields and ln
■ Warren.
tc garner a little velvet from those one of thesse coastal trips. I had days, to conduct its business, re-'
Charles G Stetson were confirmed
lates a writer in London Answers
Frank M Gonia . 85. died in
as patrolmen.
Thomaston. He was a native o{ who are planning to stay until tlie hoped for a wild storm as a part of Magazine.
•
John L Thoma' caught the first Vanness. France, and had a long first of May, Capitol Theatre closed this story but Bill persists ln telling
The Baron Court for Watchet
salmon of the season at the Bar.gor aeafartrq career.
this week, the stores are all adver the truth and there was no storm, i (Somerset) has met every year
Pool
Julia W. Haney, an herb doctor of
since 1066. It can still order offend
A cow owned bj' Ralph Conant considerable repute, died in Rock tisitvg clearance sales to get rid of Just the bare facts of the incidient. j
ers to prison, to be outlawed, or to
surplus stock before tne summer
gave birth to twin calves which port. aged 72
Tlie war found him aboard the } the stocks or whipping-post.
weighed 142 pounds.
Capt Fred Sherer, M. one of the siesta and seme of the restaurants USS Aroostook, a Junior lieuten- I
But despite these formidable pow
Tlie sheriff and his deputies made oldest Masons in the State, died.
have signs up saying that they will
16 liquor seizures in one day.
W B Groves, former proprietor remain open only as long as a ant in the United States Navy, lay ers. the court meets in a most
friendly fashion—in the Old Bell inn.
Ore! E Davies was elected presi of the Traveler Inn. died in Cam
ing mines in the North Sea
dwindling patronage warrants
dent of the Maine Retail Jewelers den.
The chief business is to elect the
"That was a sweet job" he said.
Association.
We said good bye to Mrs. Helen The mines were ngged with a officers for the year—the Portreeve. 1
Allie H Lane, 31, died in Vinal
Thcmas P Hayden went to Som haven.
the ale-taster, the stock drover, the
Fales and Mrs. Lura Fales over a*.
ersworth. N H tc become credit
Capt Fmerson Murphy and the Tom Drier’s this week and a tele metal cap which salt water dis bailiff, the crier, and the inspector
manager cf a large business con- I six members of the crew of the
solved thereby springing a trigger The ale taster has no ale to taste,
eern.
Thomaston schooner Alice Murphy phone call to Boca Ciega Inn this which set the mines to explode on j the drover no stock to drive, the
Odd Fellows bought the fire-rav were taken into Charleston. 8. C.. morning in search of a golf game
aged Thorndike Ar Hix block for after being rescued by the Clyde elicit ;d the information that Com contact. The salt foggy air of the , crier nothing to cry. and the inspec
North Sea had almost the same tor nothing to inspect, but that
S1O.COO
Line steamer Lenape. The men
Albert C Hahn active in Main were lashed in the rigging and mander and Mrs Kennedy left for effect as sea water on those metal doesn't worry them.
the north Thursday morning We caps and in spite of the fact that
And the most closely preserved
street business affairs for 33 years, without iood for 36 hours
★ BETTER All-ROUND PERFORMANCE!
died at the age of 47.
The Republicans carried Thom drove to Sarasota. Sunday for t we changed them often we never secret of the court is the recipe for
Mrs. Helen Repsher. 79. died at aston. Selectmen. G. L. Crocked. call on Commander and Mrs Mor
the old English punch which is
With the ow/y low-priced "8” ... the car that
knew Just when they might blow up. drunk every year.
heme on Tillson avenue.
R W Walsh and E L. Montgom
swept all first four winning places in the 3700Philip Hcward was appointed ery: selectmen. Charles 'Whitney, rb of Boston and found the place This added a little spice to the
Judge of the Municipal Court
mile Argentine Grand Prize Road Race! Enjoy
Edward Brown and E L Newhall practically desertea.
business.
We
were
scared
of
hand

COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT
ADS
Fred W Wight retired as stew treasurer, Levi Seavey; school
Wt had lunch at the Tampa Ter ling Uiem at first but it didn't last
WORK WONDERS
a fine-car engine! Get a Ford V-8!
ard and treasurer of the State In committee R O Elliot; chief of
race yesterday as guests of Mr and
sane Hcspital.
police,
Oeorge
Eaton.
• • • •
Mrs. W. A Todd and they informed
Rev. J. C. Williams preached his
7'/ :
-7: ‘7"
Tlie following births were re farewell sermon in Waldoboro.
us of their intention to depart for V',-- '-'"7corded:
Mrs. Gilman B Ingraham, 77. Crescent Beach on or before May 1.
Presque Isle, March 25. to Mr died at her home in Camden.
Tne Reeds will leave at about the
and iMrs. William D. Hall, a daugh
same time visiting for a few days at
ter—Margaret Elizabeth
Warren. Marcli 22. to Mr. and
Parris Island. S. C. Annapolis, Md.
MOST REAR-SEAT KNEE-ROOMI
Mr< Douglass Bisbee, a son.
and Montclair, N J. on the way
Warren — to Mr and Mrs Fred
Ford owners this year get more room at this
Got Too Hot For Hardy n’me
E Payson, a son—Vivian LewLs.
point than the other low -priced cars have! And
Vlnalhaven, March 18. to Mr. and
Dweller*
On the Island
Todd's faloroful Career
I! i \l/
Ford total tosidc body length is greater than
Mrs. Carleton S. Clark, a son.
W. A Todd is an interesting fel
Of Lopeir
Appleton. March 12. to Mr. and
many higher-priced cars! Get a Ford V-8!
Mrs. Harrie A Fogg, a daughter—
low. We drove up to Tampa yes
Gertrud? Cecille.
“Moved next door on account of terday for lunch at the smorgasbord
Rockianci. March 27, to Mr and volcano ’, would make an accurate
in the Tampa Terrace Hotel, and
Mrs. lewis D. Albee, a son
Rockland. March 25. to Mr and sign describing the recently va afterward visited the Columbia
Mrs Sanford W. Delano, a daugh cated little island of Lopevi in the restaurant tn Ybor City. On the
ter— Mary Helen
South Pacific, says the National way up and back we talked. From
South Thomaston, March 28, to Georgraphic Society.
"The 160 casual remarks made during our
BEST OPERATING ECONOMY!
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar D. Faster, a
inhabitants of lopevi, according to conversation I couldn't help obtain
daughter—Mary
The 85 h.p. Ford V-8 gsvc moit milet pet
Washington, March 20. to Mr. and news dispatches, have accepted ing a lot of disconnected informa
gallon of all standard-equipped cars at its price
Mrs William Hall, a daughter— the invitation of their next-door tion about Bill's past, and was tre
Rose Evelyn.
in the official, impartial, Gilmore-Yosemite test
neighbors
on
Paama
Island
to
mendously interested tn the varied
Rcckport. March 29. to Mr. and
this year! Ford owners are reporting no oil
Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh, a move over, following a destructive and colorful career some cf his idle
daughter—Harriett Louise.
volcanic eruption.
Among the stories revealed.
added between regular changes! Get a Ford V-8!
Union. March 28. to (Mr. and Mrs. smaller patches of land in the
Piecing together these chance bits
Homer Davis, a son.
Warren. March 27, to Mr. and Mrs. New Hebrides group. Lopevi and of information, I gathered that Bill
Paama Islands are more than 1,000 had been bom in Machias and
Joeph Leonard, a daughter
Rockport. March 30. to Mr and miles from Australia, the nearest shortly thereafter went with his
Mrs. Frank R Larrabee, a son— continental land mass. The chain
family to Camden, where he grew
Frank Thomas
EASIEST ON LONG TRIPSI
Warren, Aprtl 1, to Mr and Mrs includes some 80 islands and islets. up as a boy and laid the founda
On lopevi, a volcanic cone rising tions for a diversified life which
Virgil Payson, a daughter
You get a soft, steady, big-car ride! Shift
Spruce Head. April 3, to Mr and 5,000 feet, frequent eruptions have has finally brought him to a com
gears with the fine-car type fingertip shift! En
Mrs. Stephen Ford, a daughter— caused much distress. The New
fortable old steamer chair in front
Bernice May.
joy the only full Torque-Tube Drive at low
Warren. April 7. to Mr. and Mrs. Hebrides Islands are under the of the canvas addition to his trailer,
price ... the only semi-centrifugal clutch! Get
Joint domination of France and now parked on a lot not far from
Harlow Brown, a son.
Flonington. March 21, to Mr and Great Britain, with the accent on where we are spending the winter.
there quick and get there easy. Get a Ford V-8!
Mis. Allan C. Lindsay, a daughter. French influence.
Before 1907,
Bill's
father
was
a
woedearver
Rrckiand. April 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
I . F Bla-kington, a daughter— when the French and British in who learned his trade in Glasgow,
stituted law and order, the islands Scotland. His specialty was the
Gertrude Virginia
and Meet GOSSARD’S Famous Stylist
Rockland. April 11, to Mr. and were a sort of ‘No Man's Land.’ carving of those wooden Indians
Mrs. Harry Carroll, a son—Clifford With no civil courts to regulate
which in days of old were used as
Wade.
MISS NELLIE CASEY
BIGGEST BRAKES, MOST EQUIPMENTI
Razorville. April 2, to Mr. and either marriage or commercial con signs outside of tobacco stores.
tracts, they were run by various These Indians were common enough
Mrs. 'H. E. Farrar, a son.
Ford hydraulic brakes arc the biggest ever
who wilt be delighted to consult with you
Appleton. April 1. to Mr and Mrs. factions strong enough to assume
used on a low-price car! And when you cljcck
in those days but were discarded in I
Merle Messer, a son—Colby Edson.
about your figure needs. She will show the new
power. Today, as a result of the favor of painted signs and are now
Rockport. April 8. to Mr. and Mrs
equipment included in the price, you find more
early years of exploitation and eagerly sought as interesting sped-,
La Forest T. Spear, a daughter.
Gossard designs for the longer torso silhouette
in a Ford, at no extra cost! Get top value!
Spruce Head, April 11, to Mr. and abuse by itinerant whites, includ mens of early Americana.
Mrs. Maynard Post, a daughter.
Get a Ford V-8!
ing slavers and unscrupulous trad
. . . and suggest the correct Gossard for YOU.
In addition to carving wooden
Rockland, April 11. to Mr. and
ers
and
whalers,
the
native
Melan

Indians Bill's father also made fig
Mrs. George H. Shute, a son—13
esian population has shrunk to ureheads for ships. Some of these
pounds.
Vinalhaven, April 8. to Mr and less than 50,000. In addition there are still stowed away around the
Mrs. William Williams, a daugh are about 750 Frenchmen, 260 Brit
old home place and it Is probable
ter.
Rockland, April 2, to Mr and ish inhabitants and more than a that examples of the Todd family
AVE you discovered what a great car
thousand Tonkinese, the latter handiwork graced the bows of many
Mrs. Alcsandro Puccini, a son.
this 1940 Ford is? Different from
Reckiand. March 17, to Mr. and largely imported toy the French by a famous clipper ship which sailed
Mrs. Walter E. Flanders, a daugh the French from Indo-China as
any previous Ford...different from any
the seven seas in the days when
ter.
other low-price car! Thousands call it
Rcckport, April 18, to Mr. and laborers. Although the New Hebrides Maine was famous as a center of
the finest car low price ever bought!
are
considered
unhealthful,
with
a
Mts. Roland Crockett, a son.
the shipbuilding! industry. With
Before you decide on your new car ...
malaria-mosquito menace, a gener such a background, it was natural
drive this one! Learn what’s happened
The marriages for this period ally enervating climate, and a lack
for Bill to go to sea. All the up and
v.‘r re
in low-price value for this year! See
Tliomaston March 27, Hersey I. of fresh vegetables, new sanitation coming young men along the Maine
a Ford Dealer and save money!
measures
and
health
campaigns
Philbrook of Rockland and Hazel
ccast went to sea in those days
F Faulkner of Thomaston
are now reported to bc improving and Bill followed the tradition.
Thcmaston, March 27, Samuel conditions."
OUR "8" IS BETTER THAN A “6”
AND COSTS NO MORE TO RUNI
Rolling along over the flat Flori
Burkett and Eva Tuttle, both of
Thomaston.
da landscape on the way to Tampa
Camden, March 22. Anson S. GEORGES RIVER RD.
Maybe you feel like a mother to that old couch at home,
yesterday Bill spoke of shipping on
Totter and Mrs. Rose J. Mills.
Tire Finnish people o' Cushing a vessel bound for South America
but you can easily find another home for it with a Cou
Thomaston, April 1, Miss Jennie
rier-Gazette Want Ad. A Want Ad will find a ready
L. Wade of Rockland and Grover and Friendship will arrange a social and casually mentioned that the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
WALDOBORO, MAINE
gathering in the Finnish Cburcn ship caught fire 700 miles off Porto
C Wotton of South Thomaston
l.uyer with cash for anything you don’t want. And very
Brookline, Mass.. April 14, Abbie Thursday at 7 o'clock. All are wel Rico and burned to the water's edge
quickly, toot
TELEPHONE
475
TELEPHONE 61
S. Bird and Alexander Lightfoot. come.
Bill was left adrift in a small boat
Faimington, April 6, Joseph W
Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
with some of the crew and was la
Hamlin cf Sebago and Golda O.
set roue row kaler hist for iow-cosi financing
Oushee nf Appleton
ter
picked
up
toy
n
German
bark
Sittoscrihe to Thr nmirler-Oagrtt*.
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